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This research is an empirical investigation of human

factors on the use of database systems. The problem

motivating the study is the difficulty encountered by end-

users in retrieving data from a database. The independent

variables are the users' mental model of the system, and the

data model. The dependent variable is the user's query

writing performance, as measured by the number of syntax and

semantic errors, as well as the amount of time required to

complete a query task.

A laboratory experiment approach was employed. The

experiment was structured as a three-by-three factorial

design. One factor was the type of the data model. Data

models were used to present database contents to end-users.

The second factor was the type of the conceptual model of

the structured query language. The conceptual models with

different descriptions of the structured query language were

used to build users' mental model of the query language

system. Students were used as surrogates of business

computer end-users. Test cases were developed and



administered to students. Student query writing performance

was coded and analyzed.

The results of statistical analysis on the collected

data exhibited several critical findings. The number of

semantic errors committed when writing database queries was

affected by the utilization of conceptual models. The

diagram model as a conceptual model of the structured query

language was superior to other conceptual models. The

semantic errors committed in near-transfer high-complexity

tasks were affected by data models. The syntax errors

committed either in all query tasks or in each task category

were neither affected by the use of different data models,

nor influenced by the use of different conceptual models.

The time required to complete query tasks was not affected

by either data models or conceptual models. No interaction

effects were found between the two manipulated variables.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Advanced information technology has changed computer

applications in today's business environment. An increasing

number of end-users are expected to access computer-based

information systems or management information systems.

Davis and Olson define a management information system as:

an integrated user-machine system for providing
information to support the operations, management,
analysis, and decision-making functions in an
organization; the system utilizes computer hardware and
software, manual procedures, models for analysis,
planning, control, and decision making, and a database
(Davis and Olson 1985, 6).

A data base management system is essential to a

management information system. Providing end-users with

database contents, and training end-users to use query

languages have become critical in ensuring the success of

management information systems as the population of

unsophisticated end-users has grown. Although both

information system researchers and practitioners have

repeatedly emphasized the importance of an effective

training program (Dickson et al. 1984, Hartog and Herbert

1986), very little guidance is currently available for

developing training programs.

1
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This research concerns the effectively preparing end-

users to use database systems. The problem motivating the

research is the difficulty end-users encounter when learning

to use a structured query language (SQL) to retrieve data

from a database. The SQL, using Boolean operators such as

AND, OR, and NOT, is inherent to logical reasoning. As a

result, database end-users must deal with formal logic. The

large population of database end-users leads the need to

better prepare them to deal with database queries.

A theoretical framework, proposed by Batra, Hoffer, and

Bostrom (1988), for human factors studies in database is the

basis of this research. The framework boundary has been

expanded to support the current research. The independent

variables extracted from the framework for the study are the

users' mental models of the system and the data model. The

dependent variable is the users' query writing performance,

as measured by the number of syntax and semantic errors, and

the amount of time required to complete a query task.

The laboratory experiment employed in the research was

structured as a three-by-three factorial design. One factor

was the type of the data model used to present database

contents. Three types of data models carrying distinct

degrees of data semantics were manipulated in the

experiment. The second factor was the type of conceptual

model of the SQL. Three types of conceptual models were

designed to encompass the SQL logical reasoning
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characteristics. These conceptual models were used to build

the users' mental models of the SQL system.

College students were used as surrogates of business

computer end-users in the research. A test instrument and

experimental cases were developed and administered to

students. Next, the students' query writing performance was

coded and analyzed. Research results contribute to the

understanding of human factors in using database and, thus,

should guide the training of database end-users.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of 'this research is to investigate the

effects of data models and conceptual models of the SQL on

the query writing performance of end-users. A laboratory

experiment approach was employed. Independent variables for

the study are the data model and the users' mental models of

a system. Data models are used to present end-users with

the content of a database. Relational, entity-relationship,

and object-oriented data models were the three types of data

models manipulated in the experiment. Conceptual models are

used to build the users' mental models of a system.

Conceptual models are devised for use as tools for better

instruction in the use of physical systems. Three types of

conceptual models, with different descriptions of the SQL,

were used to build the users' mental models of the query

language system.
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The main effects of two independent variables were

measured by the correctness of transferring problem

statements to database queries semantically and

syntactically, and by the amount of time required for the

transfer. The interaction effects between different data

models and conceptual models of the SQL were also examined.

Since the experimental session required subjects to enter

database queries into the computer, typing speed was used as

a covariate to adjust the amount of time required for the

transfer. Typing speed was expected to affect the amount of

time required for query writing, but was neither a

manipulated variable nor the focus of the study.

Problems Addressed by the Research

The problem motivating this study is the need for end-

users to be better prepared to write database queries. The

long application backlogs in DP/MIS departments, the growth

of end-user computer literacy, and, ultimately, the

proliferation of microcomputers and easy-to-use software in

an organization have resulted in a distinct application

environment. End-user computing (EUC) is a term coined to

describe a new environment in which "the end-user with a

problem requiring computer resources addresses those

resources directly" (Carr 1987, 325). With the advent of

EUC, retrieval of data from a database is not restricted to

well-trained, experienced computer specialists. A review of
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previous studies reveals that there are differences in the

use of computers between expert and novice users (Allwood

1986). These differences have increased the importance of

effectively presenting an appropriate model with which end-

users, especially novice users, can interact with the

database.

In a survey of end-user application development,

Rockart and Flannery (1983) found that 20 percent of the

developed applications provided software to merely extract

particular data items from the database or to do simple

command-level manipulation of items in the database. As

Cuff notes:

with the continuing trend towards the incorporation
into databases of the working data of an enterprise,
more and more people at all levels of the enterprise
may wish to extract such data occasionally, without
being regular users. Although the number of queries
which any individual wishes to pose may be small, the
casual user population may be high enough to make
provision for their needs an important matter (Cuff
1980, 163).

The focus of this study is on end-users who have little

knowledge of computers and database processing, and who

casually use computers in their work.

Several human factors aspects of user-database

interactions have been explored. Such topics as language

evaluation (Thomas and Gould 1975), data model selection

(Jih et al. 1989, Ray 1984), natural language versus

artificial language (Shneiderman 1978, Vassiliou et al.

1983), and procedural versus nonprocedural language (Hansen
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and Hansen 1987, Welty and Stemple 1981) have previously

been primary research interests. How to provide end-users

with a more complete model for dealing with database query

writing has received comparatively little research

attention. This research was designed to fill the gap

through an investigation of the effects of different data

models and different conceptual models of the SQL on the

performance of end-users in specifying queries.

Significance of the Study

A data model is primarily used for two purposes:

(1) as a design tool for identifying and defining data

objects and their relationships required by the system, and

(2) to present end-users a view of the database without any

consideration of how data is stored in computerized files.

The view of the database presents end-users a window into

the relevant portion of the database. Although research has

been done to investigate the effects of data models on end-

users' query performance (Jih et al. 1989, Ray 1984) and the

data model effectiveness as a design tool (Batra, Hoffer,

and Bostrom 1988, Jarvenpaa and Machesky 1989), researchers

have focused on the examination of classic data models.

There have been surprisingly few recent empirical

investigations of the effects of new data models on the

performance of end-user query specifications. This research
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is designeli to determine how the external view of a database

presentedby newly developed data models affects end-user

query wring.

This research also includes an exploration of whether a

descript n of the SQL, in terms of set relation operations

or Venn "dagrams, facilitates the effectiveness of

information retrieval. Query language is defined as "a

special purpose language for constructing queries to

retrieve information from a database of information stored

in a computer" (Reisner 1981, 14). Previous studies of

query lanjaages have focused on the evaluation of a single

language JGould and Archer 1975, Thomas and Gould 1975), or

the comparison of two languages (Hansen and Hansen 1987,

Reisner, obyce, and Chamberlin 1975, Welty and Stemple

1981). Mese query language studies, however, have not been

sufficieM from the perspective of man-machine interactions.

Query laauages seem to pose special demands on end-users'

abilitiesto deal with formal logic (Thomas 1983). Katzeff

(1988) identified a close relationship between database

query writing and logical reasoning. Users may have

difficult es with the transfer from natural language to

database -qeries, because there is a close relationship

between database query writing and logical reasoning (Thomas

1978). 1."ttle research is reported on how to prepare a

better conceptual model of a query language in order to

assist eng-users in specifying queries.
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In database applications, end-users are required to

understand the external view of a database, and use query

languages to retrieve data from the database. A

comprehensive model to facilitate the use of a database

should contain a data model and a description of the query

language. The number of research reports on the effects of

data models or query language conceptual models on user

query writing performance is limited. Existing human

factors studies and database concentrates primarily on the

data model or the conceptual model of a query language. No

studies have examined both factors as an entire model. The

combination of a specific data model and a particular

description of the query language could result in better

query writing performance. Thus, the interaction effects of

data models and conceptual models of the SQL are

investigated.

Definition of Terms

The two independent variables manipulated in this study

are the data model and the user's mental model of a system.

Formally defining both the data model and the mental model

is essential for this study because different fields of

study may define the terms differently. In addition,

different conceptual models are used to build users' mental

models. Distinguishing the mental model of a system from

the conceptual model of a system is also important.
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Data Model

An enormous amount of literature is available

concerning data models. Candidate models span a range which

relies greatly on established mathematical concepts at one

end and stresses linguistic concepts at the other end

(Wiederhold 1983). The definition of a data model provided

by McFadden and Hoffer (1985), which defined the data model

as an abstract representation of data about entities,

events, activities, and their associations within an

organization, was used for this study. The data model

defined stresses the linguistic concepts to represent data

relationships and does not necessarily involve a set of

operations to manipulate data. In other words, the research

focus was on the use of a data model to provide end-users

with an external view of database contents.

Conceptual and Mental Models

Norman (1983) contends that four concepts should be

considered in the study of mental models: the target system,

the conceptual model of that target system, the user's

mental model of the target system, and the scientist's

conceptualization of that mental model. The target system

is the system a person is learning or using. The conceptual

model is used to provide an appropriate representation of

the target system. Appropriate, here, means an accurate,

consistent, and complete model. The mental model is a



general concept used to describe a cognitive mechanism for

representing and making inferences about the target system.

The scientist's conceptualization of the mental model is a

model of the mental model, constructed by researchers using

observations and psychological experimentation.

Distinctions between Conceptual and Mental Models

Differences between conceptual models and mental models

exist. As Norman (1983) states, "conceptual models are

devised as tools for the understanding or teaching of

physical systems. Mental models are what people really have

in their heads and what guide their use of things" (Norman

1983, 12). The conceptual model is an external

representation that depicts basic and essential components

of the target system. Sein explains that, "a conceptual

model is used by instructors as an advanced organizer that

serves as anchoring knowledge structures for integrating and

assimilating the incoming new information" (Sein 1988, 8).

Mental models are user's internal or mental representations

of the target system that provide a basis for understanding

how the system works. "The mental model represents the

structure and internal relationships of the system, and aids

the user in understanding it, making inferences about it,

and predicting the system's behavior in future instances"

(Borgman 1986, 48).



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This research addresses the training of end-users on

the use of database systems. The objective of the research

focuses on finding the characteristics of an information

retrieval model that can assist end-users in writing

queries. Works on database-user interface design and the

role of the conceptual model in using computers are the

relevant concepts and techniques upon which this research is

built. Thus, the literature review includes data model

studies, query language evaluation and comparisons, and

studies on the conceptual models of using computers. Some

studies on mental models are also included in the literature

review because a mental model is considered to be the

internal representation of a conceptual model. The final

portion of the literature review includes

a summary of the implications of previous works for the study.

Data Model Studies

The data model has been used as a design tool and a

facility to provide end-users with an external view of a

database. Research has been done in both areas. In a study

of data models as a design tool, Shoval and Even-Chaime

11
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(1987) compared two methods for designing a database schema:

normalization and information analysis. While the

normalization method is based on the relational data model,

the information analysis method is grounded on the binary-

relationship data model. Shoval and Even-Chaime's study

involved training twenty-six analysts to use the two methods

in conjunction with structured systems analysis. Results

indicated that the quality of the database schemata designed

using normalization was better than the quality of the

database schemata designed using information analysis.

Results also showed that normalization required less time,

and that analysts preferred normalization.

Batra, Hoffer, and Bostrom (1988) conducted an

experiment to compare user performance between relational

and the extended entity relationship (EER) models in the

discovery phase of database design. The process of mapping

real objects into a conceptual model representation

constitutes the discovery phase (Juhn and Naumann 1985).

User performance was measured by modeling correctness, a

multivariate variable. Batra, Hoffer, and Bostrom (1988)

reported that the EER model led to better performance in

modeling binary relationships, while the relational model

was better in modeling unary relationships. They also found

that subjects using the EER model were more confident about

solutions and perceived the model as easier to use than the

relational counterparts.
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Batra and Davis (1989) examined differences in data

modeling behavior between novice and expert designers using

protocol analysis data. The data were analyzed on three

levels: enterprise, recognition, and representation. Batra

and Davis contended that the subjects operated at three

distinct levels of abstraction, and that subjects iterated

among the three levels over the time period that they worked

on the task. The enterprise level concerned how subjects

developed a reasonable understanding of the problem domain.

The recognition level pertained to how subjects activated

the appropriate knowledge structures presumably from long-

term memory to understand the sub-problem. The

representation level involved how subjects translated user

requirements into a conceptual data representation using a

data model.

Batra and Davis (1989) found that expert designers

focused on generating a holistic understanding of the

problem before developing the data model and were able to

categorize problem descriptions into standard abstractions.

Novice designers tended to have more errors in the solution

because of their inability to map parts of the problem

description into appropriate knowledge structures in long-

term memory. Results also showed that expert and novice

designers' behavior was similar in modeling entities,

identifiers, descriptors, and binary and ternary
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relationships, but was different in modeling unary

relationships and categories.

Jarvenpaa and Machesky (1989) conducted three

experiments to compare the modeling effectiveness of two

data models; logical data structure (LDS) and relational

data model (RDM)', in a learning environment. In the first

experiment, subjects used either LDS or RDM on four data

modeling tasks continuously. User performance was measured

by the following four independent variables: accuracy of

data models, time required for task completion,

understanding of modeling notations, and designing approach

(bottom-up, top-down). Jarvenpaa and Machesky found that

LDS users generally performed better than the RDM users in

all tasks, and that LDS users were more top-down oriented in

the method of analysis than RDM users.

Revised-RDM, without the procedure of normalization,

was used in Jarvenpaa and Machesky's experiment for

examining the causes of poor performance among RDM users who

participated in the first experiment. The same performance

measures employed in the first experiment were used in the

second experiment. Data collected in the second experiment

were then compared to that of the first experiment. The

results showed that the revised-RDM users performed better

than the RDM users, but the LDS users still performed

significantly better than the revised-RDM users.
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The finding of the first two experiments supported the

idea that LDS formalism was more effective than RDM

formalism among novice analysts for representing data for an

application. However, the first two experiments were not

conducted to measure the effectiveness of the two tools in

supporting the data modeling activity itself. Hence, a

third experiment was conducted to explore the ways in which

the tools facilitated the asking of questions for

identifying omissions or inconsistencies in the data model.

The results indicated that LDS users continued to perform

better than the RDM users in modeling data, but no

statistically significant differences were observed in the

types of questions asked across the two tools.

In studies of the data model as a presentation

facility, Lochovsky and Tsichritzis (1977) conducted two

experiments to examine the effects of the data model on user

performance. They compared three classical data models:

hierarchical, network, and relational. Each model was

implemented using a different query language. Fifty-eight

subjects were given query writing tasks. Results showed

that the relational group's scores were significantly better

than the scores of the network and hierarchical groups.

Although the study demonstrated the superiority of the

relational data model, Lochovsky and Tsichritzis pointed out

that it was difficult to ascribe the results either to the

data model or to the language, since different data models
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used different query languages. Therefore, the study did

not generate useful results attributable to the data model

or the query language.

Brosey and Shneiderman (1978) conducted two experiments

to examine the effectiveness of hierarchical and relational

data models. In the first experiment, comprehension,

problem-solving situation, and memorization tasks were the

dependent variables. Subjects were thirty-eight computer

science students who were classified into advanced and

beginner groups based on their programming experience. The

advanced group performed better on the comprehension task

than beginners when using the relational model. Beginners

performed better on the comprehension task when using the

hierarchical model. Both groups performed better in the

memorization task when using the hierarchical model.

The second experiment involved three models: relational

(three relations), hierarchical-1 (two segments), and

hierarchical-2 (two hierarchies), and two tasks:

comprehension and memorization. Results of the experiment

indicated that (1) completion of the comprehension task

showed the overall performance was better using the

hierarchical-2 than the relational model, and (2) completion

of the memorization task showed that better performance

occurred when using the hierarchical-2 model rather than the

hierarchical-1 model.
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Ray (1984) studied the effects of the data model and

cognitive style on the users' ability to correctly write

database queries. The three data models examined in Ray's

experiment were: hierarchical, network, and relational data

models. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) was used to

assess the subjects' cognitive styles. The cognitive style

classifications used were two of the Jungian dimensions:

sensing/intuition and thinking/feeling. The

sensing/intuition dimension is an indication of how people

collect information and the thinking/feeling dimension is an

indication of how people use information. An information

retrieval exercise representing a database in different data

models was administered to evaluate the subjects' ability to

comprehend and retrieve information from a database by

writing queries. The subjects' performance was based on

errors made in (1) writing the specification portion, (2)

writing the condition portion, (3) writing the navigation

portion, and (4) use of the language. Subjects were also

requested to rate their confidence levels in writing

database queries on a scale of one to five.

Several results were reported. The group using the

relational model performed significantly better than the

group using the hierarchical model when writing the

specification portion and the navigation portion of the

query. The intuition types performed significantly better

than the sensing types in language use. The thinking types
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were significantly more confident than the feeling types.

No significant differences in confidence levels were

detected among data model groups, and no interaction effects

between data models and cognitive style classifications were

detected.

Jih et al. (1989) conducted an experiment to

investigate the effects of relational and entity-

relationship data models on query performance of end-users.

Results showed that subjects using the relational model made

fewer syntax errors, but required more time to complete a

query. No significant differences in the number of semantic

errors were found between the relational and entity-

relationship data models. However, the simplicity of the

database case used in the experiment may not reflect the

expressiveness of the entity-relationship model. The

subjects could not perceive the different levels of

semantics inherited in the data model. Using a more

complicated database case could have improved the quality of

the experiment.

Query Language Evaluations and Comparisons

A variety of query languages have been studied.

Previous research on query languages has focused primarily

on the evaluation of a single language and comparison of two

languages. Some researchers have examined basic language

issues such as syntactic form or procedurality. Surveys of
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these studies have been made by Reisner (1981) and Thomas

(1983). The following review includes experimental studies

that are critical to query languages.

Two query language studies were presented at the 1975

National Computer Conference. One was an evaluation of

Query by Example (QBE). The other was a comparison of

SQUARE and SEQUEL. Thomas and Gould (1975) evaluated QBE

(Zloof 1975) in order to gain an understanding of the

psychological processes involved in writing queries.

College and high school students with little or no computer

experience were used as subjects in the experiment. Thirty-

nine subjects were taught, in two sessions, to use QBE. The

first session contained the easier parts of the language;

the second session included the more difficult parts.

Immediately after each session, two query writing tests were

administered to the subjects. The proportion of correct

test queries was 67 percent. Two weeks after the training

session, six subjects returned for a retention test. The

six subjects who had averaged 75 percent correct on the

original examination averaged 53 percent correct, and 66

percent correct after an hour of relearning. The

experimenters concluded that QBE was easy to learn and use

in a relative sense and, perhaps, in an absolute sense as

well. The findings were inconclusive because retention and

relearning were studied with only six subjects.

Productivity was not measured.
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SEQUEL and SQUARE are two research languages developed

to enable non-programmers to query relational databases.

Reisner, Boyce, and Chamberlin (1975) conducted an

experiment to compare the two languages using four

experimental conditions: programmers learning SQUARE,

programmers learning SEQUEL, non-programmers learning

SQUARE, and non-programmers learning SEQUEL. The languages

were taught in four separate classes over a two-week period.

Subjects were then given an open-book final examination.

The examination required subjects to translate questions

from English into a query language. Results indicated that

SEQUEL was easier for non-programmers to learn than SQUARE.

However, for programmers to learn SEQUEL and SQUARE, no

differences were found.

Welty and Stemple (1981) compared two languages, SQL

and TABLET, which differ primarily in procedurality. A

language is procedural if the language specifies a step-by-

step method for achieving a result. Nonprocedural languages

describe the desired result without specifying how the

result is to be achieved. SQL is less procedural than

TABLET. The two languages were taught to subjects using

manuals presenting the same examples and problems ordered

identically for both languages. Query writing was used to

measure the subjects' performance. The queries were

categorized as easy or hard, based on the difficulty of the

query. Although subjects using SQL performed better on hard
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queries than subjects using TABLET, no difference was found

between the two languages for easy queries.

Hansen and Hansen (1987) compared Codd's relational

algebra and relational calculus. Relational calculus is a

nonprocedural language; relational algebra is a procedural

language (Date 1986). Relational algebra consists of set-

theoretic operations (union, intersection, difference,

product) and specific relational operations (selection,

projection, join, division). Relational calculus uses a

target list and qualifying statement to generate a query

solution with a single statement. Four query

classifications were employed by Hansen and Hansen to test

the relational facilities of the two languages. Two queries

involved a single relation and two queries involved two or

more relations. Results indicated a definite superiority of

relational algebra over relational calculus in the

formulation of complex queries. The Hansen and Hansen

conclusion contradicts the results of the Welty and Stemple

(1981) study.

In addition to a structured query language, graphic

query languages have also been studied. Michard (1982)

conducted an experiment in which end users were asked to

carry out search tasks involving operations with Boolean

operators. He compared the subjects' performance using a

traditional type of query language with performance using a

graphical query language. In the traditional type of query
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language, subjects had to specify explicitly the Boolean

operators in the query. The graphical query language

required subjects to point to desired areas in Venn.

diagrams. Michard reported that, when using the graphical

query language, subjects made fewer Boolean errors.

Conceptual Model Studies

Katzeff (1988) investigated the effects of different

conceptual models on users' query writing performance.

Subjects were divided into four groups. The first group

received no model; the second group received a table model.

The third and fourth groups received a description of the

query language using set operations concepts. The third and

fourth groups differed from each other in that the fourth

group gave an additional logical account of the concept of

negation. Protocol analysis data as well as log data of the

subject's keystrokes were collected. Analysis of the data

indicated superior performance by subjects who received a

description of the query language in sets. One major

drawback for Katzeff's study was the mingling of the data

model with the conceptual model. The table model

manipulated in Katzeff's study was actually a relational

data model. Katzeff did not separate the data model from

the conceptual model.

In the cognitive perspective of the human-computer

interaction process, it is postulated that users of computer
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systems form mental models, and that conceptual models of

the system are provided to build the initial mental models.

Sein (1988) investigated the effects of abstract and

analogical conceptual models in order to aid novice users in

forming mental models of the filing capabilities of an

electronic mail system. An abstract model is a synthetic

construction that represents a target system. The structure

mapping theory, describing an abstraction as a comparison in

which the base domain is an abstract relational structure,

was applied to develop the conceptual model of a mail

system. An analogical model is a concrete depiction or

representation of a target system using an existing system.

The analogical model represented the mail filing system as

an steel office filing cabinet.

Sein also examined the role of three individual

difference variables: learning style, learning mode, and

visual ability in the mental model formation process.

Learning style 'and learning mode were measured using Kolb's

(1976) Learning Style Inventory (KLSI), which includes four

learning models: concrete, abstract, active, and

reflective. A subject's learning style was determined from

the learning mode scores. The four learning styles found

were concluded: converger (active and abstract),

accommodator (active and concrete), assimilator (reflective

and abstract), and diverger (reflective and concrete).

Visual ability was measured by the VZ-2 (paper folding test)
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from the battery of factor-referenced cognitive tests

developed by Ekstrom, French, and Harman (1976). The visual

ability of a subject was classified as high or low. The

dependent variable for the study was the correctness of a

mental model, which was operationlized by the actual use of

a mail filing system.

Results from Sein's study indicated that the abstract

model group performed better than the analogical model

group, although the difference was not statistically

significant. Other individual differences were reported.

High visual subjects performed better than low visual

subjects. Subjects with abstract learning mode performed

better than subjects with concrete learning mode. Subjects

with a converger learning style performed better than

subjects with other styles.

Interaction effects between the two conceptual models

and individual difference variables were also observed. Low

visual subjects were impeded by the abstract model, but

performed as well as high visual subjects when provided with

the analogical model. Abstract learners benefitted from the

abstract model, while concrete learners were severely

hampered by the abstract model. Concrete learners performed

better than abstract learners when provide with the

analogical model. Sein (1988) concluded that his findings

did not support general superiority for either type of

conceptual model, and that the effectiveness of a conceptual
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model depends on individual characteristics such as visual

ability and learning mode.

Mental Model Studies

A mental model is what the user has in his or her mind

and, thus, is not observable. A conceptual model is what a

designer, trainer, or experimenter gives to the user as an

explanation for the system. As Norman (1983, 12) stated,

"conceptual models are devised as tools for the

understanding or teaching of physical systems; mental models

are what people really have in their heads and what guide

their use of things." Borgman also stated that:

the mental model represents the structure and internal
relationships of the system and aids the user in
understanding it, making inferences about it, and
predicting the system's behavior in future instances.
The model is thought to be dynamic, in that it can be
"run" to test hypotheses about the mechanism's behavior
(Borgman 1986, 48).

Borgman (1984) trained naive subjects to use a

prototype Boolean logic-based information retrieval system

on a database of bibliographical records. Procedural and

model training were used to guide the subjects' learning.

Procedural training described the system as commonly given

in systems manuals. Model training described the system

using an analogical model of the card catalog. Performance

scores were based on the number of correct answers to the

search tasks written on the answer sheets. Findings were

that subjects who trained with a model performed better on
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complex tasks that required extrapolation from the basic

operation of the system.

Frese et. al. (1988) studied the mental model using a

word processing system. Novice users who had no prior

experience with computers were divided into three groups and

trained wing different methods. The sequential group

received written material describing a step-by-step

keystrdke procedure to be used in correcting a flawed text.

The hierarchical group received a manual plus an organized

diagram aich provided all the commands to be learned. The

hypotheses group was encouraged to actively develop a

coherent mental model and did not have any written material

on the system. Subjects in the hypotheses group received a

hard copy of the flawed text and were asked to develop

hypotheses about computer commands to be used to correct the

mistakes,. Performance measures included the subjects' free

recall, corrected error scores, inefficient keystrokes in

correcting errors, and the subjects' transferability of

commands 'ot learned in the training session. Behavior

measures such as user satisfaction were also employed.

Overall performance was rated by the experimenter.

Frese et. al. (1988) concluded that the hypotheses

group performed better than the other two groups on most of

the performance measures. The sequential group performed

worst, and the performance level of the hierarchical group
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was between the other two groups. No differences in the

groups were found on behavior measures.

Marchionini (1989) studied how high school students use

print and electronic encyclopedia to form mental models.

The Grolier's Academic American Encyclopedia was used as the

surrogate encyclopedia. In a printed form, the access rules

were the alphabetical arrangement of articles by title and

the index in the last volume of the Grolier's Academic

American Encyclopedia. For the electronic version, the

access rules were embodied in powerful full-text retrieval

software called the Knowledge Retrieval System. Data were

collected in three forms: research assistant notes, audio

recordings of all sessions, and keystrokes for the

electronic searches. The three sets of data were used to

corroborate summaries and to interpret results. Subjects in

the study appeared to develop distinct mental models for the

electronic encyclopedia by adapting existing mental models.

Subjects using the electronic encyclopedia took almost twice

as much time, posed more queries, and examined more articles

than subjects using the print encyclopedia.

Implications for the Current Study

Review of previous research indicates that knowledge of

the human factors aspects of using database systems is

incomplete. The issue of procedural and nonprocedural

languages remains controversial. Although Welty and Stemple
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(1981) found that a nonprocedural language was easier to use

than a procedural language, Hansen and Hansen (1987) had the

reverse result. Thus, applying experimental results to

real-world situations is difficult. The current study is

not expected to resolve the conflict, but, instead,

emphasizes the provision of a model to facilitate the use of

a database by end-users.

While Moran (1981) refined the concept of the computer

user interface to include the user's conceptual model of the

system, little effort has been made to develop appropriate

models to learn query languages. Moran defines the

conceptual model as "the knowledge that organizes how the

system works and how it can be used to accomplish tasks"

(Moran 1981, 5). The implication is that the user interface

is more than an add-on component; the user interface

penetrates deep into the computer system. In the study of

conceptual models of query language, Reisner (1981) proposed

two possible kinds of models: users' conceptual models, and

models of the process of query writing. The current

research examines the users' conceptual models of the

structured query language.

Prior research examining the effects of data model has

been limited to the use of classical data models, and the

findings have not been consistent. Few researchers have

examined the effects of semantic data models in presenting

database content. New data models have been developed which
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proponents claim can carry more semantics than the classic

data models. However, the claims have not been empirically

verified. This study examines the effects of newly

developed semantic data models and the users' conceptual

models of the structured query language on the ability of

users to retrieve information from a database.



CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

This research is grounded on a theoretical framework

proposed by Batra, Hoffer, and Bostrom (1988). In a review

of the literature on the human factors studies of database,

Batra, Hoffer, and Bostrom determined four categories of

variables which structure an overview of database human

factors research: human, data model, task, and performance.

Batra, Hoffer, and Bostrom described the framework as a

general one for human factors studies of database design and

use. However, the framework was primarily developed to

evaluate the design effectiveness of data models in a

particular study. The performance category was limited to

modeling effectiveness and some modeling behavioral

measures. Therefore, modifications were made to expand the

boundary of the theoretical framework and to support the

current study.

Modifications include new variables for investigation,

further classification of the task variable, and new outcome

measures for the performance category. New variables are

included in the human and data model categories for

investigation. For the task category, the query writing

task is classified into four groups of tasks: near-transfer

30
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and low-complexity (NTLC), near-transfer and high-complexity

(NTHC), far-transfer and low complexity (FTLC), and far-

transfer and high-complexity (FTHC). Query correctness and

speed, as measured by syntax and semantic errors committed

and time required for task completion are new outcome

measures. Pertinent variables of the modified framework are

shown in Table 1. Asterisks are used to mark the changes.

Changes are discussed in the sections that follow.

Human Category

The human category of the framework includes a list of

individual difference variables. Prior human factors

studies of the database were focused on personal computer

experience. Previous researchers classified human users as

novice, casual, or expert users. Other variables such as

cognitive ability and users' model of the system have not

been extensively studied. Reisner (1981) pointed out that

users' mental models of query languages required more

research. One objective of this research is to examine the

use of different conceptual models of the structured query

language on user performance. Thus, the human category

includes a new, individual difference variable, the users'

mental models of the system. The users' mental models are

formed by giving the users a conceptual model.
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Sein (1988) synthesized Norman's (1983) framework and

Jagodzinski's (1983) model into a mental model formation

framework. Sein's mental model formation framework

characterizes the conceptual model as external to the user,

while the mental model is an internal representation.

Additionally, Sein postulates in his framework that a novice

user can form a mental model of the system through usage,

analogy, and training. When a user utilizes a system, the

user acquires a mental model of the system. Users may also

acquire a mental model of a new system by drawing analogies

with similar, familiar systems. Finally, users can acquire

a mental model of the system through a conceptual model that

is provided during training. The conceptual model is

designed to encompass all of the basic elements of the new

system.

Sein's framework for the mental model formation process

suggests that a user can build a mental model through

multiple mappings. A user can be trained with a conceptual

model to form a mental model and to expand the initial

mental model through the use of the system. Alternatively,

a user's prior referent experience may interact with both

training and usage of the system. Consequently, the mental

model of a system is incorporated into the human category as

a variable for investigation.
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Data Model Category

The data model category includes two groups of data

models: classical data models and semantic data models.

The semantic data model group incorporates the new object-

oriented data model. Classical data models have been

criticized for lack of real-world semantic information. The

entity-relationship (ER) model in the semantic data model

group carries more data semantics, and, therefore, is an

improvement over the classical models. Chen (1976)

demonstrated that the ER model, consisting of entities and

relationships, adopts a more natural view of the real world

and has advantages over classical models. However, there

are continuing claims of research to support extension or

replacement of the ER model (Wiederhold 1983). The claims

are evidenced by several revisions of Chen's ER model

(Teorey, Yang, and Fry 1986, Teorey et. al. 1989) and new

proposed data models (Zhao and Roberts 1988). The object-

oriented data model is one of the new, proposed data models

that is described as carrying more data semantics than the

classical models and the ER model.

The ER model has advantages over the classical models,

but also has weaknesses. The ER model supports entities and

relationships, but does not distinguish the types of

relationships (Zhao and Roberts 1988). The ER model lacks a

substructure for entities and relationships (Blaha,

Premerlani, and Rumbaugh 1988). The object-oriented data
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model improves upon the ER model by supporting

generation and aggregation constructs. Semantic data

models are examine in this study in order to determine

whether semantic data models provide user-understandable

specficAition of the data and capture a substantial portion

of data meaning.

Task Category

A variety of tasks can be used to measure users'

performance. Query writing is most frequently used by

researches (Jih et al. 1989, Jih 1985, Ray 1984). Several

researchers indicate that task characteristics such as task

complexity, task content, task difficulty, and task

attributes play a critical role in individual performance

(Benbasat,, Dexter, and Todd 1986; Campbell 1988; Hwang and

Wu 1990; arvenpaa, Dickson, and DeSanctis 1985; Newell and

Simon 1971). Therefore, to effectively explore the users'

query writing performance, it is necessary to classify of

the query writing task.

In oder to investigate the use of conceptual models in

training vovice users of computer systems, Sein (1988)

developed near-transfer and far-transfer tasks for his

experiment. The near-transfer tasks were very similar to

the tasks that subjects performed during training sessions.

Far-transfer tasks were tasks that could not be found

directly in the training material but had to be inferred
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from provided information. Far-transfer tasks required

extensive use of the subjects' mental models. Sein

emphasized that the more complete and accurate the mental

model, the higher the probability of task accomplishment.

In examining the impacts of query specification modes

on query writing performance, Jih (1985) categorized query

writing tasks into two groups-- simple and complex-- using

the Halstead (1977) Volume (V) measure. Based on studies by

Sein (1988) and Jih (1985), near-transfer and far-transfer

tasks can be subsequently classified into low and high

complexity. Four groups of tasks were designed for the

current experiment: near-transfer low complexity (NTLC),

far-transfer low complexity (FTLC), near-transfer high

complexity (NTHC), and far-transfer high complexity (FTHC).

Performance Category

The performance category in the Batra, Hoffer, and

Bostrom (1988) original framework contains variables

primarily for measuring the effectiveness of the data model

in the design phase. New variables for evaluating query

writing performance are required and incorporated into the

framework. The newly added performance variables are

adopted from the study of Jih et al. (1989). The three

dependent variables used to measure query specification

performance are two correctness measures, the number of
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syntax errors and the number of semantic errors, and the

total amount of time required to complete query tasks.

Selection of Research Variables

The selection of research variables for the current

study was guided by the modified framework. In the human

category, the mental model of the system was manipulated in

the study. Three conceptual models of the structured query

language (SQL) were provided in order to build users' mental

models. The construction of conceptual models were

generally based on studies by Katzeff (1988) and Michard

(1982). Both Katzeff and Michard examined the application

of set operation concepts to assist end-users.in writing

database queries. In the data model category, three data

models containing different degrees of semantic information

were selected to describe the database contents for end-

users. Query writing was the task used to measure user

performance. However, query writing was considered to be

constant and is not manipulated in the research, because

every subject took a query writing test which included four

groups of tasks. The variables selected for this research

are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: Summary of Research Variables

Independent Variables Dependent Variables

Mental model of the system Query writing performance
Conceptual models of Syntax errors
the SQL Semantic errors

Time of completion
Data model

Relational
Entity-relationship
Object-oriented

Task
Query writing

NTLC tasks
FTLC tasks
NTHC tasks
FTHC tasks

Research Question

The research question for this study is: What

constitutes a complete model to efficiently retrieve

information from a database? The data model, presenting

users the external view of a database, and the conceptual

model of the structured query language, forming the user's

mental model of the query system, were viewed as a complete

model and were manipulated in the study. A laboratory

experiment was conducted to test whether a model that

facilitated users' query construction exists. Developed

from the prior research and the theoretical framework, the

following substantive hypotheses are examined in this

research:
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1. A data model that provides more semantic information

facilitates users in query specification.

2. A conceptual model that portrays the logic reasoning

nature of the structured query language assists users in

query construction.

3. The combination of a data model and a conceptual

model does exist, and improves the use of the structured

query language.



CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A laboratory experiment was conducted to address the

effects of the data models and the conceptual models of the

structured query language on the specification productivity

of end-users of database systems. The employment of a

laboratory experiment approach allowed the researcher

greater control over nuisance and extraneous variables.

Examination of all variables listed in the framework was

impossible. In order to study a subset of the relevant

variables and uncover causal relationships among the

selected variables, the most desirable method to use was a

controlled experiment.

The methodological issues of the experiment are

described in this chapter, and include measurement of

research variables, experimental design, subjects,

construction of tasks, procedures, hypotheses tested, data

collection, data coding, and data analysis techniques. A

discussion of the limitations and key assumptions of the

research conclude the chapter.

40
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Outcome Measures

'End-ser performance in specifying queries was measured

for this vtudy by the number of syntax and semantic errors

and the tkme required to complete all query tasks. The same

dependent measures were also used to investigate the effects

of systemrovided user assistance (Jih 1985) and the

effects .O data model (Jih et al. 1989) . The dependent

measures re treated separately in data analysis.

Syntactic Errors

A syntactic error in writing database queries occurs

when a spelling error is committed or a grammatical rule is

violated ,ih 1985). When a syntax error is committed, the

query specification would fail. The cause of a syntactic

error is !sually a result of the user's unfamiliarity with

the -query language. Theoretically, users tend to make fewer

syntax sermrs with an easy-to-use query language.

A template stating the key words and the grammatical

rules of the structured query language was provided to

subjects In the experimental training session. Subjects

were allaoed to reference the language template freely

during the test session. Users should not have many syntax

errors. however, syntax errors were counted when the query

specification did not match the format of the language

template. The number of syntax errors committed in each
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task group, and the total number of syntax errors committed

served as dependent measures in the analysis process.

Semantic Errors

Semantic errors are incorrect specifications which pass

the syntactic check but result in incorrect outputs to be

retrieved (Jih 1985). Possible reasons for end-users

committing semantic errors are misunderstandings of the

query tasks or deficiencies in mapping from query problem to

query language. Users may not succeed in transferring the

natural language, i.e. English, into the structured query

language, although no syntax errors are committed.

Unfamiliarity with the structured query language grammatical

rules represents "superficial" knowledge, whereas master of

the mapping procedure is "deep" knowledge.

Further identification and categorization of semantic

errors was necessary for this research. Based on the

incorrect specification or the missing of relation (or

table) names, attribute (or column) names, and operators,

Jih (1985) classified semantic errors into six groups.

Because this research employed a different query language,

Jih's classification of semantic errors could not be fully

applied to determine the semantic errors for this research.

But, Jih's classification principle could be partially used

to determine the semantic correctness of user's query

specifications in this study.
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The structured query language was employed in this

research. Semantic errors were arranged into three groups

by using the three clauses of the "SELECT-FROM-WHERE" block.

The first group of semantic errors was the incorrect

specification of table names in the FROM clause. The FROM

clause required the specification of table names from which

information could be retrieved. Missing or the

specification of incorrect table names indicated that

semantic errors were committed. Extra table names specified

under the FROM clause were also considered as semantic

errors because the subjects did not show an understanding of

the problem.

The second group of semantic errors was the incorrect

specification of column names in the SELECT clause. The

SELECT clause listed the column names to display in order to

answer a query problem. Every query problem demanded a

minimum set of column names to identify occurrences from a

table. Missing or incorrect specification of column names

resulted in semantic errors.

The WHERE clause specified the condition a column or

columns should meet in order to retrieve a particular row of

a table. The components of the WHERE clause consisted of

table column names, arithmetic operators, column values, and

logical operators if multiple search conditions were formed.

Missing or incorrect specification of any of the components

indicated that semantic errors were committed.
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Query Writing Completion Time

The total amount of time required to complete query

writing tasks is one of the three dependent variables. In

the test session of the experiment, task completion time was

automatically stamped by the computer as each subject took

the computer-based query test. The time spent on query

writing for the experiment could be separated into three

components. The first component was the time spent reading

the question and comprehending the problem. The second

component was the time used to transfer the problem into

database queries. The third component involved the time

used in typing queries on the computer. The three

components were not necessarily mutually exclusive. Users

might type and think simultaneously. No systematic attempts

were made to detect the individual time components; however,

subject typing speed was used as a covariate in the

statistical analysis process.

Experimental Design

The experiment for this study was structured as a

three-by-three factorial design. The first factor was the

type of data model. The relational, entity-relationship,

and object-oriented data models were used to describe

database contents for end-users. The second factor was the

conceptual model of the structured query language. Three

conceptual models were used to form the user's mental model:
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no model, set theory model, and diagram model. Set relation

operations were used as a supplement in the set theory model

to illustrate the transformation from problem statements in

natural language i. e., English, into the structured query

language. Venn diagrams were used in the diagram model. No

illustrations were incorporated into the transformation

process to form users' mental model in the no model group.

The experimental design is depicted in Figure 1.

Data Models

Conceptual Models Entity- Object-
of Query Language Relational Relationship Oriented

No Model

Set Model

Diagram Model

Figure 1. Experimental Design of the Study

Experimental Task Design

Three kinds of booklets were developed for

investigating the effects of data models and query language

conceptual models on end-user query writing performance: a

database booklet, an information retrieval booklet, and a

test booklet. The database booklet (Appendix A) began with

the general description of a business environment, and
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included one of the three data models to describe the

application database. Each database booklet indicated that

regardless of the data model used to describe the

application database, the ultimate database implementation

of the database was the relational data base management

system.

The information retrieval booklet (Appendix B) was

divided into two main parts. The first part included a

description of the vocabulary and syntax of the query

language, and the second part provided examples of queries

illustrated with one of the three conceptual models. The

information retrieval booklet also contained practice

queries allowing subjects to develop mental models of the

query language system. Since the implementation of the

object-oriented data model required more tables, some

retrieval activities involved join operations which did not

exist in the implementation of the other two data models.

The test booklet (Appendix C) was implemented in

microcomputers and contained query problems requiring

subjects to specify a number of queries. If the object-

oriented data model was employed to present the application

database, query problems sometimes involved the join

operation and resulted in dissimilar query specifications.
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Categories of Ouery Writing Tasks

Four categories of query writing tasks were designed

for the experiment. Two criteria were used to group tasks.

One criterion, based on the similarity of query problems

between the information retrieval booklet and the test

booklet, classified the tasks as near- or far-transfer.

Near-transfer tasks were very similar to the tasks that

subjects practiced when reading the information retrieval

booklet. Far-transfer tasks were tasks that had not been

illustrated in the information retrieval booklet.

The second criterion used the psychological complexity

measurement of programs to further categorize tasks into low

complexity and high complexity, under the first criterion.

Psychological complexity refers to the characteristics of

software hich make it difficult to understand and work with

(Curtis et al. 1979). Researchers have proposed several

ways to measure the psychological complexity of programming

tasks. Halstead (1977) postulated that properties of any

expression of any computer program are capable of being

counted or measured. Potential Volume (V) and Programming

Effort i(E) are two metrics derived from the simple counts of

distinct operators and operands, and the total frequencies

of Pperatars and operands. McCabe (1976) developed a

definition of complexity based on the decision structure of

a program. Complexity measurement counts the number of

linearly independent control paths comprising a program.
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Woodward, Hennell, and Hedley (1979) suggested the use of

knots, defined as the number of control flow path

intersections contained in a program, to measure the program

complexity. Davis (1984) proposed the use of chunks, or

familiar sequences of statements, as a basis for program

complexity measurement.

Halstead's V metric was used in this research for two

reasons. First, classifying tasks by a problem statement

was difficult. The experimental task required subjects to

transfer problem statements into structured query language.

Problems could be briefly described in natural language, but

required complicated query manipulations. There was no

theoretical basis for measuring problem complexity directly

from the statement of a problem. Jih (1985) proposed that

the complexity of a problem could be measured indirectly by

measuring the complexity of the corresponding program.

The second reason for using Halstead's V metric was

that the structured query language is considered to be

nonprocedural. Counting the control paths is not feasible.

The counting of operators and operands in a query statement

is most appropriate. As a consequence, the four groups of

tasks used were: near-transfer low complexity (NTLC), near-

transfer high complexity (NTHC), far-transfer low complexity

(FTLC), and far-transfer high complexity (FTHC).

The query writing test used for this research had eight

query problems, two query problems for each task category.
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The correct query of each problem, the classification of

task category, the Halstead V measure of each problem, and

the t-test of differences in two complexity levels are shown

in Appendix C.

Subjects

The target population for this study was composed of

users who occasionally needed to extract data from a

database without necessarily having computer programming

knowledge and expertise. The target population was similar

to those defined by Rockart and Flannery (1983) as command

level users. The parent population consisted of students

who were taking courses in the department of Business

Computer Information Systems. Subjects were graduate

students who were taking prerequisite courses in business

computer information systems, or junior and senior

undergraduate students who were taking introductory courses

in business computer information systems. Subject

selections were focused on students taking the same course

level, rather than on student classification.

Experimental Procedures

The experimental sessions were held in an office

equipped with four sets of chairs and tables, and two

microcomputers. Sign-up sheets were passed to potential

students. The sign-up sheets were divided into several one-
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hour periods. Only two students were allowed to participate

during any one-hour period. Extra course credit was given

to students who volunteered to participate in the

experiment. One hundred and seven students agreed to

participate in the experiment. Twelve students who agreed

to participate did not actually take part in the experiment.

The research was a balanced design; therefore, the design

required ninety subjects. The remaining five subjects were

administered all of the procedures except the typing test.

Data from the five were dropped from the data analysis.

Three weeks was required to conduct the experiment and

collect the data.

The experiment was comprised of two sessions, a manual

reading session and a testing session. In the manual

reading session, each subject was first randomly assigned to

one of the nine experimental groups. Next, the subject

received a copy of a database booklet and a copy of an

information retrieval booklet and was instructed to read

both booklets. After reading the booklets, the subject's

typing speed was measured using TYPING TUTOR IV, a typing

training software package designed by Simon and Schuster.

Finally, the subject was given a computer-based query

writing test. The test required the subject to transfer

problem statements into database queries using the

structured query language. During the test session,

subjects were free to use the database booklet. However,
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subjects could refer only to query language syntax in the

information retrieval booklet, not to the example and

practice sections of the booklet.

Hypotheses

In order to answer the research question in Chapter 3,

two sets of hypotheses were established for statistical

testing. The first set relates to the main effects; the

second set relates to the interaction effects. Under each

set, hypotheses are stated for completing all the tasks.

Separate hypotheses are also stated for the four categories

of tasks. Each hypothesis is expressed in the null form.

The rejection of a null hypothesis indicates a significant

impact of the independent variable on the associated

dependent measure. In addition, hypotheses concerning the

amount of the time required by each subject to complete the

query writing test are stated using the typing speed of

subjects as a covariate. The adjustment was made because

subjects entered queries into the computer via the keyboard.

No separate hypotheses relating to subjects' typing speed

are stated.

All statistical hypotheses examined in the study are

stated. Each hypothesis starts with a letter H. The second

letter D represents hypotheses relating to data models and

the letter C represents conceptual models. Numbers are used

to represent dependent measures. Hypotheses ending with a
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small letter are associated with one of the four categories

of tasks, otherwise, hypotheses relate to the completion of

all tasks.

Hypotheses Relating to Main Effects

HD1: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model when performing all tasks.

HD2: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model when performing all tasks.

HD3: The adjusted amount of time required by the

subjects to complete query writing test is the same

regardless of the data model.

HCl: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

conceptual model when performing all tasks.

HC2: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

conceptual model when performing all tasks.

HC3: The adjusted amount of time required by the

subjects to complete query writing test is the same

regardless of the conceptual model.

HD1a: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model when performing NTLC tasks.
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HD1b: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model when performing NTHC tasks.

HD1c: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model when performing FTLC tasks.

HD1d: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model when performing FTHC tasks.

HD2a: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model when performing NTLC tasks.

HD2b: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model when performing NTHC tasks.

HD2c: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model when performing FTLC tasks.

HD2d: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model when performing FTHC tasks.

HCla: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

conceptual model when performing NTLC tasks.
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HC1b: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

conceptual model when performing NTHC tasks.

HC1c: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

conceptual model when performing FTLC tasks.

HCld: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

conceptual model when performing FTHC tasks.

HC2a: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

conceptual model when performing NTLC tasks.

HC2b: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

conceptual model when performing NTHC tasks.

HC2c: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

conceptual model when performing FTLC tasks.

HC2d: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

conceptual model when performing FTHC tasks.

Hypotheses Relating to Interaction Effects

HDC1: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of
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the data model and the conceptual model when performing all

tasks.

HDC2: The number of semantic errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model and the conceptual model when performing all

tasks.

HDC3: The adjusted amount of time required by the

subjects to complete query writing test is the same

regardless of the data model and the conceptual model.

HDCla: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model and the conceptual model when performing NTLC

tasks.

HDClb: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model and the conceptual model when performing NTHC

tasks.

HDC1c: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model and the conceptual model when performing FTLC

tasks.

HDCld: The number of syntax errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries is the same regardless of the

data model and the conceptual model when performing FTHC

tasks.
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HDC2a: The number of semantic 
errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries 
is the same regardless of 

the

data model and the conceptual 
model when performing NTLC

tasks.

HDC2b: The number of semantic errors 
committed by the

subjects in specifying queries 
is the same regardless of 

the

data model and the conceptual 
model when performing NTHC

tasks.

HDC2c: The number of semantic 
errors committed by the

subjects in specifying queries 
is the same regardless of the

data model and the conceptual 
model when performing FTLC

tasks.

HDC2d: The number of semantic errors 
committed by the

subjects in specifying queries 
is the same regardless of the

data model and the conceptual 
model when performing FTHC

tasks.

Data Codinc and Data Analysis

Subjects' performance on 
the tasks was measured by

using the correctness and 
speed of query writing. 

The

correctness of query writing 
was measured by the number 

of

syntax errors and the number 
of semantic errors. Speed was

measured by the time required 
to complete the query writing

test. The time required to complete query 
writing was

automatically time-stamped by the 
microcomputer. Subject
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demographic data and typing speed were also collected during

the test session.

The resulting data were analyzed by Statistical

Analysis System (SAS) software. The goal for data analysis

was to summarize the data. The MEANS procedure of SAS was

first used to summarize the subject demographic data and the

dependent measures. Next, the dependent measures were

analyzed by the analysis of variance procedures of the

Statistical Analysis System.

The SAS software includes a variety of procedures for

analysis of variance. Since the experimental design used an

equal number of subjects in each cell, the ANOVA procedure

was chosen to analyze most dependent measures. The ANOVA

procedure is more efficient than the GLM procedure for a

balanced design. However, the GLM procedure was used to

analyze the speed of query writing, due to the use of the

subjects' typing speed as a covariate. In addition to the

ANOVA and GLM procedures, the CATMOD procedure was also

selected to analyze the two correctness measures under low-

complexity tasks.

The resulting data showed that subjects commit none or

very few syntax and semantic errors under the low-complexity

task categories. Therefore, the syntax and semantic errors

committed in NTLC and FTLC tasks were recoded as successful

completion of tasks or unsuccessful completion of tasks.

The two correctness measures of NTLC and FTLC tasks were
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then considered as categorical data, which were not suitable

for analysis of variance.

Log-linear models (Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland 1975;

Fienberg 1980; Knoke and Burke 1985) are the most

appropriate methods formulated for the analysis of

categorical data. Log-linear models are useful for

uncovering the potentially complex relationships among the

variables in a multiway crosstabulation. The SAS software

provides CATMOD for the analysis of categorical data. The

log-linear models can be specified in the CATMOD procedure.

It was expected that typing speed would affect the time

required by subjects to enter queries into computers; but

this relationship was not of primary concern to the

research. The subjects' typing speed was just considered to

be a nuisance variable. As indicated by Wildt and Ahtola

(1983), one or more quantitative variables, referred to as

covariates, are included in the analysis, either to remove

extraneous variation from the dependent variable and thereby

increase the precision of the analysis, or to remove bias

due to the groups not being matched on those quantitative

independent variables. The GLM provides tests for means

adjusted for covariates.
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Limitations and Key Assumptions

Assumptions

It was assumed that the complete model for retrieving

data from a database included two major steps. The first

step was the presentation of database content through the

utilization of data models. The second step was the actual

manipulation of data using the structured query language.

Conceptual models were employed to enhance the users'

logical reasoning ability and assist users in constructing

database queries. As a result, another assumption of the

study was that the conceptual models build the users' mental

model of retrieving data from a database.

Three data models were used to present database

contents to users. The three data models were required to

exhibit distinct levels of semantic information. More

specifically, it was assumed that the object-oriented model

carried the most semantic information, the relational model

carried the least semantic information, and the entity-

relationship model carried a medium level of semantic

information.

Entity-relationship and object-oriented data models

were only used to provide users with an external view of the

database. No data base management systems based on entity-

relationship model have actually been developed. Object-

oriented data base management systems are still in the
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experimental stage. Thus, it was assumed that the

application database presented to users using the three data

models was physically implemented in a relational data base

management system.

Additionally, subjects used set operation concepts in

forming a mental model of the query language system. It was

assumed that subjects were familiar with set operation

concepts. The subjects could then map an existing model to

form a new mental model. Finally, except for the

investigated variables, all other variables in the research

framework were assumed to have no significant impacts on the

outcome measures.

Limitations

Limitations are an inescapable feature of any research

undertaking. Many of the traditional weaknesses associated

with laboratory research, such as the generalization of

findings to the business world, apply to this study. Other

limitations apply to the study. First, proving the

existence of users' mental model was impossible. This study

only measured the effects of a mental model by the users'

query writing performance. Performance cannot be entirely

attributed to mental models.

Second, other conceptual models can still be found.

The use of the set operations concept does not constitute a

complete external representation of a structured query
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language. The set operations concept only represents the

nature of logical reasoning existing in the query language.

Third, to equate student subjects with business end-users,

particularly in experience and motivation levels, was

difficult. Business end-users have experience in their

respective organization's problems. Organizational

consequences of motivation could not be simulated with

student subjects in the experiment. Finally, student

subjects who had not been exposed to the set operation

concepts may not be able to form the mental model perfectly.

Performance measures were affected.



CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND ANALYSES

Results of the statistical analyses of the data

generated in the experimental process are reported in this

chapter. Although the analyses of data can take a variety

forms, it is intended only to provide the information

necessary for the acceptance or rejection of the research

hypotheses. A description of the subjects' demographics is

the first section of this chapter. Demographic data reveal

whether subjects who participated in the experiment are

valid surrogates of casual users or command-level users, as

defined by Rockart and Flannery (1983). The rest of this

chapter presents the descriptive statistics on the dependent

measures and the tests of the hypotheses.

Subject Demographics

The experimental design of this research was comprised

of nine cells. Each cell had ten randomly-assigned

subjects. A total of ninety subjects were used for

analysis. The Subjects' demographic data, such as age,

gender, major, computer-related courses taken, and full- or

62
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part-time status were collected during the test session.

The subjects' demographics are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3.--Subject Demographics
Number of

Demographics Subjects Average Percent

Age 25.74
20-30 75 83.33
30-40 14 15.56
40-50 11.11

Gender
Male 49 54.44
Female 41 45.56

Status
Full-time 71 78.89
Part-time 19 21.11

Maj ors
Finance 26 28.89
Marketing 21 23.33
Accounting 18 20.00
Management 8 8.89
Business computer

information systems 5 5.56
Business--undecided 5 5.56
Production and
operation management 2 2.22

Computer science i 1.11
Economics 1 1.11
Human resource
management 1 1.11

Labor and industrial
relations 1 1.11

Public address and
communication i 1.11

Computer-related courses 2.10
1 25 27.78
2 41 45.56
3 18 20.00
4 3 3.33
5 2 2.22
6 1 1.11
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As shown in Table 3, the average age of the subjects

was 25.74 years. Eight more male students than female

students participated in the experiment. Most subjects were

full-time students. A predominant portion of subjects were

from the departments of Finance, Marketing, and Accounting.

More than 90 percent of the subjects had taken one to three

computer-related courses. The six subjects who had taken

more than four computer-related courses were asked if they

had taken any courses in database processing. None of the

six had taken courses with extensive topic coverage on

database processing. Therefore, the subjects used for the

experiment were determined to be appropriate surrogates of

casual users or command-level users.

Descriptive Statistics and Hypotheses Tests

Performance measures were the number of syntax errors,

the number of semantic errors, and the amount of time

required to complete query writing tasks. The following

section includes descriptive statistics on performance

measures and tests of the statistical hypotheses provided in

the previous chapter. The presentations are organized by

performance measures.

Number of Syntax Errors Committed

The means and standard deviations of the total syntax

errors committed are presented in Table 4. Subjects using
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Table 4.--Means and Standard Deviations of Total Syntax
Errors Committed

Data Models

Conceptual Entity- Object-
Models of Relational Relationship Oriented All
Query Language Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

No Model 8.30 4.90 4.70 4.64 9.40 6.59 7.47 5.64

Set Model 7.10 5.67 8.30 9.43 5.30 5.23 6.90 6.90

Diagram Model 6.20 7.54 4.00 2.71 4.90 3.96 5.03 5.06

All 7.20 5.99 5.67 6.34 6.53 5.78

the diagram model committed fewer syntax errors, while

subjects without any illustrations committed the greatest

number of syntax errors. However, the ANOVA result (Table

5) indicates that the difference is not statistically

significant (F = 1.38, p = 0.2574) . Subjects using the

Table 5.--Analysis of Variance for
Errors Committed

Sum of
Effect Squares DF

Data Model 35.46 2

Conceptual Model 97.27 2

Interaction 155.47 4

Error 2854.20 81

Total 3142.40 89

Total Syntax

Mean
Square

17.73

48.63

38.87

35.24

F

0.50

1.38

1.10

p-value

0.6164

0.2574

0.3609

MmmwAwwMW4Vmwwlmw
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entity-relationship data model performed better than

subjects using relational and object-oriented data models.

Again, the difference is not statistically significant (F =

0.50, p = 0.6164). The analysis of variance also shows that

no interaction effect exists (F = 1.10, p = 0.3609).

The stated hypotheses regarding syntax errors committed

when performing all tasks are HD1, HC1 and HDC1. The

hypotheses are tested using F statistics from the ANOVA

table. The results lend support for not rejecting the three

null hypotheses for total syntax errors committed.

As discussed in Chapter IV, there are four categories

of tasks. Descriptive statistics and analysis of variance

Table 6.--Means and Standard Deviations of Syntax Errors
Committed for NTLC and FTLC Tasks

Data Models

Conceptual Entity- Object-
Models of Relational Relationship Oriented All
Query Language Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

No Model
NTLC 1.20 1.69
FTLC 2.00 1.33

Set Model
NTLC 0.20 0.63
FTLC 1.90 1.29

Diagram Model
NTLC 0.60 1.26
FTLC 1.80 1.55

0.80 1.32 1.20 1.48 1.07 1.46
1.30 1.49 2.30 2.31 1.87 1.76

1.80 2.35 0.60 1.35 0.87 1.70
1.90 2.64 1.40 1.35 1.73 1.82

0.80 0.92 0.50 0.85 0.63 1.00
1.40 0.84 1.00 0.94 1.40 1.16

All
NTLC 0.67 1.30 1.13 1.66 0.77 1.25
FTLC 1.90 1.35 1.53 1.78 1.57 1.68
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were also performed on each task category. The means and

standard deviations of the syntax errors committed for NTLC

and FTLC tasks are Presented in Table 6.

Data under low-complexity task categories (NTLC and

FTLC tasks) show that subjects committed few or no syntax

errors. Hence, the syntax errors committed in both NTLC and

FTLC tasks were recoded. The data were recoded in a way

that counted a successful completion of tasks, if no syntax

error was committed in a task category. Otherwise, a count

of unsuccessful completion of tasks was inferred. The

counts of successful or unsuccessful task completion in a

contingency table for NTLC and FTLC task categories are

presented in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. Log-linear

Table 7.--Task Completion Counts for Syntax Errors
Committed in NTLC Tasks

Data Models

Conceptual Entity- Object-
Models of Relational Relationship Oriented Totals
Query Language

No Model 5 (5] 7 (3] 5 (5] 17 (13]

Set Model 9 (1] 5 (5] 8 (2] 22 (8]

Diagram Model 7 (3] 5 (5] 7 (3] 19 [11]

Totals 21 [9] 17 (13) 20 (10] 58 [32]

Cell Key: Counts of Successful Completion of Tasks
[Counts of Unsuccessful Completion of Tasks]
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models were used to fit the recoded data. The SAS CATMOD

procedure contains statements to specify the log-linear

model effects.

Table 8.--Task Completion Counts for Syntax Errors
Committed in FTLC Tasks

Data Models

Conceptual Entity- Object-
Models of Relational Relationship Oriented Totals
Query Language

No Model 1 [9] 3 [7] 1 [9] 5 [25]

Set Model 2 [8] 2 [8] 3 [7] 7 [23]

Diagram Model 2 [8] 2 [8] 3 [7] 7 [23]

Totals 5 [25] 7 [23) 7 [23] 19 [71]

Cell Key: Counts of Successful Completion of Tasks
[Counts of Unsuccessful Completion of Tasks]

One characteristic for log-linear models is that no

distinctions are made between independent and dependent

variables (Knoke and Burke 1985). All variables used for

classification are independent variables whose mutual

associations are explored. The dependent variable for log-

linear models is the number of cases in a cell of the

contingency table. Accordingly, data models, conceptual

models, and tasks become independent variables. The count

of successful or unsuccessful completion of tasks in each

cell is the dependent variable for the contingency table

analysis. The purpose of the analysis of variance is to
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access the effects of independent variables on a dependent

variable and to partition overall variability. However, in

contingency table analysis, ANOVA-like models are used to

describe the structural relationship among the variables

corresponding to the dimension of the table (Fienberg 1980).

The SAS CATMOD procedure provides a maximum-likelihood

estimation which is based on the discussion of Bishop,

Fienberg, and Holland (1975). The maximum-likelihood method

estimates the parameters of the linear model so as to

maximize the value of the joint multinomial likelihood

function of the responses. The results of the SAS CATMOD

procedure run with no three variable interaction on the

syntax errors committed for NTLC and FTLC tasks are shown in

Tables 9 and 10. Other runs with different numbers of

Table 9.--Maximum Likelihood Analysis of Variance on Syntax
Errors Committed for NTLC Tasks

Source DF Chi-Square Prob

Data Model 2 0.09 0.9559

Conceptual Model 2 0.18 0.9124

Data Model*Conceptual Model 4 0.03 0.9999

Task 1 7.49 0.0062

Data Model*Task 2 1.28 0.5284

Conceptual*Task 2 1.84 0.3982

Likelihood Ratio 4 5.39 0.2498
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varLable interaction were also performed to determine the

best fit of the model. The run with no three variable

interaction was selected, because the likelihood-ratio did

not show the rejection of the model.

Table 10.--Maximum Likelihood Analysis of Variance on Syntax
Errors Committed for FTLC tasks

Source DF Chi-Square Prob

Data Model 2 0.19 0.9075

Conceptual Model 2 0.19 0.9075

Data Model*Conceptual Model 4 0.00 1.0000

Task 1 25.90 0.0000

Data Model*Task 2 0.53 0.7663

Conceptual Model*Task 2 0.53 0.7663

Likelihood Ratio 4 1.99 0.7384

The SAS CATMOD procedure shows, in a maximum likelihood

analysis of variance table, the source of variation, the

number of degrees of freedom, the chi-square value, and the

significance probability. The chi-square test for each

effect is a Wald Test based on the information matrix from

the likelihood calculations and is used to determine the

effects of individual terms.

Chi-square statistics are used to test the hypotheses.

The stated Hypotheses HD1a, HCla and HDCla are tested using

the chi-square statistics shown in Table 9. Hypotheses
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testing of HD1c, HC1c, and HDClc is provided in Table 10.

The results of the maximum likelihood analysis of variance

in Table 9 show that only the task variable is statistically

significant (X2 = 7.49, p = 0.0062). The significant task

variable means the counts of the successful or unsuccessful

completion of NTLC tasks are different. But the hypotheses

are to test the mutual independence of data models and of

conceptual models with tasks. The results show that neither

the interaction effects between data models and tasks (X2

1.28, p = 0.5284), nor the interaction effects between

conceptual models and tasks (X2 = 1.84, p = 0.3982) are

significant. Consequently, no mutual dependence exists and

hypotheses HDla and HCla are not rejected.

Hypotheses testing for FTLC tasks shows the same

results as with NTLC tasks. The successful and unsuccessful

completion of tasks is significantly different (X2 = 25.90,

p = 0.0000). Neither the interaction effects between data

models and tasks, nor the interaction effects between

conceptual models and tasks are significant. But,

interestingly, both interaction effects have the same chi-

square values (X2 = 0.53, p = 0.7663). The maximum

likelihood analysis does not provide evidence to reject

hypotheses HDlc and HC1c.

The hypotheses regarding to the interaction effects

between data models and conceptual models are tested by the

likelihood ratio, as shown in Tables 9 and 10. A small
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significance probability for the likelihood 
ratio indicates

that the model does not fit well. Both Tables 9 and 10,

with two variable interactions, show that the model fits (X2

= 5.39, p = 0.2498 and X2 = 1.99, p = 0.7663), hence the

three variable interaction is not significant. As

mentioned, three variable interaction runs were also

conducted. The maximum likelihood analysis indicates that

the three variable interaction among data models, conceptual

models, and tasks is not significant. Consequently,

Hypotheses HDCla and HDC1c are not rejected.

Table 11.--Means and Standard Deviations of Syntax 
Errors

Committed for NTHC and FTHC Tasks

Data Models

conceptual Entity- Object-

Models of Relational Relationship Oriented All

Query Language Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

No Model
NTHC 2.50 2.12 1.00 1.05 3.20 2.66 2.23 2.19

FTHC 2.60 1.90 1.60 2.22 2.70 2.63 2.30 2.25

Set Model
NTHC 2.60 2.59 2.40 2.50 1.80 1.48 2.27 2.20

FTHC 2.40 1.84 2.20 3.01 1.50 1.84 2.03 2.25

Diagram Model
NTHC 2.10 2.92 1.10 1.29 2.00 1.94 1.73 2.13

FTHC 1.70 2.71 0.70 0.95 1.40 1.71 1.27 1.91

All
NTHC 2.40 2.49 1.50 1.80 2.33 2.11

FTHC 2.23 2.14 1.50 2.24 1.87 2.11

The analysis of variance were performed on the syntax

errors committed in near-transfer, high-complexity (NTHC)
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and Far-transfer, high-complexity (FTHC) tasks. The means

and standard deviations of the syntax errors committed for

NTHC and FTHC tasks are presented in Table 11. The results

from the SAS ANOVA procedure run are presented in Tables 12

and 13. F statistics are used to test the related

Table 12.--Analysis of Variance of Syntax Errors
Committed in NTHC Tasks

Sum of Mean
Effect Squares DF Square F p-value

Data Model 15.09 2 7.54 1.62 0.2035

Conceptual Model 5.36 2 2.68 0.58 0.5642

Interaction 19.71 4 4.93 1.06 0.3814

Error 376.30 81 4.65

Total 416.46 89

Table 13.--Analysis of Variance of Syntax Errors
Committed in FTHC Tasks

Sum of Mean
Effect Squares DF Square F p-value

Data Model 8.06 2 4.03 0.86 0.4290

Conceptual Model 17.27 2 8.63 1.83 0.1669

Interaction 9.07 4 2.27 0.48 0.7499

Error 382.00 81 4.72

Total 416.40 89

hypotheses. The ANOVA results neither show evidence to

reject hypotheses HD1b, HC1b, and HDC1b for NTHC tasks, nor
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show support to reject hypotheses HD1d, HCId, and HDCld for

FTHC tasks.

Number of Semantic Errors Committed

The means and standard deviations of the total semantic

errors committed are presented in Table 14. Subjects

receiving the diagram model performed better than subjects

Table 14.--Means and Standard Deviations of Total Semantic
Errors Committed

Data Models

Conceptual Entity- Object-
Models of Relational Relationship Oriented All
Query Language Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

No Model 10.70 7.38 9.40 10.13 13.20 7.97 11.10 8.43

Set Model 8.30 6.62 11.20 4.49 11.30 6.20 10.27 5.81

Diagram Model 4.80 4.02 5.10 4.58 9.00 4.76 6.30 4.72

All 7.93 6.45 8.57 7.17 11.17 6.46

Table 15.--Analysis of Variance for Total
Errors Committed

Sum of Mean
Effect Squares DF Square

Data Model 176.16 2 88.08

Conceptual Model 394.69 2 197.34

Interaction 66.31 4 16.58

Error 3446.40 81 35.24

Total 4083.56 89

Semantic

F

2.07

4.64

0.39

p-value

0.1328

0.0124

0.8155

mm"MMMIAM.-MON.0
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receiving the other two conceptual models. The results of

analysis of variance on total semantic errors, Table 15, are

statistically significant for the effects of conceptual

models (F = 4.64, p = 0.0124). Subjects receiving the

object-oriented data model committed more semantic errors

than subjects receiving relational and entity-relationship

models. However, the results of analysis of variance are

not statistically significant (F = 2.07, p = 0.1328). As

shown in Table 15, no interaction effects between the data

model and the conceptual model are found on the total number

of semantic errors committed (F = 0.39, p = 0.8155).

The statistical hypotheses regarding total number of

semantic errors committed are HD2, HC2 and HDC2. The

hypotheses are tested using F statistics, as shown in Table

15. The results lead to the rejection of Hypothesis HC2,

but fail to reject Hypotheses HD2 and HDC2.

The number of semantic errors committed are also

analyzed by each task category. The means and standard

deviations of the semantic errors committed for NTLC and

FTLC tasks are presented in Table 16. The collected data

also show that subjects committed few or no semantic errors

in low-complexity tasks (NTLC and FTLC tasks). Therefore,

the same recoding process used for syntax errors committed

in low-complexity tasks was employed in converting the

semantic errors committed in NTLC and FTLC tasks. The task

completion counts for semantic errors committed in both low-
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Table 16.--Means and Standard Deviations of Semantic Errors
Committed for NTLC and FTLC Tasks

Data Models

Conceptual Entity- Object-
Models of Relational Relationship Oriented All
Query Language Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

No Model
NTLC 1.00 1.49 0.90 1.29 0.60 0.84 0.83 1.21
FTLC 1.10 0.99 1.10 1.29 1.60 2.01 1.27 1.46

Set Model
NTLC 0.10 0.32 0.50 0.85 0.30 0.67 0.30 0.65
FTLC 1.40 1.07 2.00 1.49 1.70 2.45 1.70 1.73

Diagram Model
NTLC 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.63 0.10 0.32 0.10 0.40
FTLC 0.50 1.08 0.70 1.16 0.80 1.03 0.67 1.06

All
NTLC 0.37 0.96 0.53 0.97 0.33 0.66
FTLC 1.00 1.08 1.27 1.39 1.37 1.90

Table 17.--Task Completion Counts for Semantic Errors
Committed in NTLC Tasks

Data Models

Conceptual Entity- Object-
Models of Relational Relationship Oriented Totals
Query Language

No Model 6 (4] 6 (4) 6 (4] 18 [12]

Set Model 9 [1] 7 [3) 8 [2] 24 [ 6]

Diagram Model 10 (0] 9 [1] 9 (1] 28 [ 2]

Totals 25 (5) 22 [8] 23 (7] 70 (20)

Cell Key: Counts of Successful Completion of Tasks
[Counts of Unsuccessful Completion of Tasks)
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complexity tasks are shown in Tables 17 and 18. Then, the

counts of successful and unsuccessful completion of tasks

are run on the SAS CATMOD procedure using log-linear model

analysis.

Table 18.--Task Completion Counts for Semantic Errors
Committed in FTLC Tasks

Data Models

Conceptual Entity- Object-
Models of Relational Relationship Oriented Totals
Query Language

No Model 4 (6] 5 [5] 5 (5] 14 (16]

Set Model 3 (7] 2 (8] 5 (5] 10 (20]

Diagram Model 8 (2] 7 (3] 6 (4] 21 [ 9]

Totals 15 (15] 14 (16] 16 (14] 45 (45]

Cell Key: Counts of Successful Completion of Tasks
(Counts of Unsuccessful Completion of Tasks]

The results from the run of the SAS CATMOD procedure

are presented in Tables 19 and 20. For NTLC tasks, the task

variable is statistically significant (X2 = 22.30, p =

0.0000). As mentioned previously, a significant task

variable indicates that presence of differences between the

counts of successful and unsuccessful completion of tasks.

Since the task variable was created in the recoding process,

no hypothesis testing for the task variable was necessary.

A significance of two variable interaction between the task
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Table 19.--Maximum Likelihood Analysis of Variance on
Semantic Errors Committed for NTLC Tasks

SourceDF Chi-Square Prob

Data Model 2 0.35 0.8378

Conceptual Model 2 2.80 0.2467

Data Model*Conceptual Model 4 0.11 0.9985

Task 1 22.30 0.0000

Data Model*Task 2 1.00 0.6080

Conceptual Model*Task 2 8.33 0.0155

Likelihood Ratio 4 1.96 0.7436

Table 20.--Maximum Likelihood Analysis
Semantic Errors Committed

--Source DF

Data Model 2

Conceptual Model 2

Data Model*Conceptual Model 4

Task 1

Data Model*Task 2

Conceptual Model*Task 2

Likelihood Ratio 4

of Variance on
for FTLC Tasks

Chi-Square

0.00 

0.10 C

0.03 C

0.00 0

0.29 0

7.87 0

3.04 0

-,Prob

).9999

).9489

).9999

).9753

).8637

.0195

).5505

and the conceptual model was observed (X2 O8.33, p =

0.0155). Thus, the results of the maximum likelihood

analysis of variance support the rejection of HC2a, but fail

to reject HD2a and HDC2a.

OWN ommm
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For the FTLC tasks, the two variable interaction

between the task and the conceptual model is also

significant (X2 = 7.87, p = 0.0195). The results indicate

the rejection of Hypothesis, but, there is no support for

the rejection of Hypotheses HD2c and HDC2c.

Table 21.--Means and Standard Deviations of Semantic Errors
Committed for NTHC and FTHC Tasks

Data Models

Conceptual Entity- Object-
Models of Relational Relationship Oriented All
Query Language Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

No Model
NTHC 3.30 3.86 2.80 4.21 4.60 4.40 3.57 4.09
FTHC 5.30 3.06 4.60 4.30 6.40 3.24 5.43 3.53

Set Model
NTHC 2.40 2.76 2.80 1.81 4.30 2.71 3.17 2.52
FTHC 4.40 3.78 5.90 3.21 5.00 3.23 5.10 3.36

Diagram Model
NTHC 1.70 1.82 0.90 1.91 3.30 2.05 1.97 2.13
FTHC 2.60 2.50 3.30 2.71 4.80 3.08 3.57 2.84

All
NTHC 2.47 2.91 2.17 2.90 4.07 3.15
FTHC 4.10 3.25 4.60 3.52 5.40 3.16

The means and standard deviations

tasks are presented in Table 21. Theft

of the NTHC and FTHC

summary of the ANOVA

on semantic errors committed in both high-complexity tasks

is shown in Tables 22 and 23. For NTHC tasks, data model

effects exist (F = 3.46, p = 0.0362). The conceptual model
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Table 22.--Analysis of Variance of Semantic Errors
Committed in NTHC tasks

Sum of Mean
Effect Squares DF Square F p-value

Data Model 62.60 2 31.30 3.46 0.0362

Conceptual Model 41.60 2 20.80 2.30 0.1070

Interaction 4.60 4 1.15 0.13 0.9722

Error 733.30 81 9.05

Total 842.10 89

Table 23.--Analysis of Variance of Semantic Errors
Committed in FTHC tasks

Sum of Mean
Effect Squares DF Square F p-value

Data Model 25.80 2 12.90 1.20 0.3055

Conceptual Model 59.47 2 29.73 2.77 0.0684

Interaction 27.33 4 6.83 0.64 0.6373

Error 868.30 81 10.72

Total 980.90 89

effects are not significant (F = 2.30, p = 0.1070). No

interaction effects between the data model and the

conceptual model are indicated. Accordingly, Hypothesis

HD2b is rejected, and Hypotheses HC2b and HDC2b are not

rejected. The ANOVA results on FTHC tasks show that the

main effect of the conceptual model is close to the

significant level (F = 2.77, p = 0.0684) and that the main

effect of the data model is not significant (F = 1.20, p =
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0.3055). Interaction effects between the data model and the

conceptual model are not found. Hence, the ANOVA results

does not support the rejection of Hypotheses HD2d, HC2d, and

HDC2d.

Time to Complete Query Tasks

The means and standard deviations of the total time to

complete query writing tasks are presented in Table 24.

Table 24.--Means and Standard Deviations of Total
Completion Time

Data Models

Conceptual Entity- Object-
Models of Relational Relationship Oriented All
Query Language Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

No Model 24.60 8.49 23.40 4.90 26.10 7.72 24.67 7.05

Set Model 28.00 7.15 27.70 9.36 25.10 5.53 26.93 7.37

Diagram Model 27.80 9.99 24.70 6.11 25.90 8.21 26.13 8.11

All 26.80 8.50 25.23 7.05 25.70 7.01

Unit: Minute

Typing speed was incorporated into the ANOVA model as a

covariate to adjust the time to complete query tasks. The

SAS GLM procedure was employed because the analysis involved

the use of covariates. In order to determine if the

inclusion of typing speed as a covariate was appropriate,

two runs on the GLM procedure were conducted. The first run

did not use typing speed as a covariate. The results of the
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first run are shown in Table 25. The second run included

typing speed as a covariate. The results of the analysis of

covariance are shown in Table 26.

Table 25.--Analysis of Variance on Total Time of
Task Completion

Sum of Mean
Effect Squares DF Square F p-value

Data Model 38.82 2 19.41 0.33 0.7208

Conceptual Model 79.29 2 39.64 0.67 0.5138

Interaction 100.18 4 25.04 0.42 0.7908

Error 4783.00 81 5905

Total 5001.29 89

Table 26.--Analysis of Covariance on Total Time of
Task Completion

Sum of Mean
Effect Squares DF Square F p-value

Data Model 76.19 2 38.09 0.76 0.4727

Conceptual Model 63.88 2 31.94 0.63 0.5330

Interaction 63.94 4 15.98 0.32 0.8656

Typing Speed 753.75 1 753.75 14.97 0.0002

Error 4029.25 80 50.37

Total 5001.29 89

The results from the first run of GLM procedure

indicate that there are no main and interaction effects

existing at a significant level. The results from the

I
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second run show that the typing speed is a significant

factor (F = 14.97, p = 0.0002). When compared with both

runs, the incorporation of typing speed as a covariate does

not show a dramatic change at the significant level for main

and interaction effects. The hypotheses regarding time

required to complete query tasks are not rejected. But the

employment of typing speed as a covariate is appropriate.

Summary of the Results of Hypotheses Testing

The final section of this chapter provides a summary of

the results of the hypothesis testing. The hypothesis

testing of the main effects is presented in Table 27, while

the interaction effects are shown in Table 28. The

summarized table shows that rejection of the hypotheses,

except Hypothesis HD2c, are only related to the conceptual

model. Interaction effects between data models and

conceptual models are not found.

Table 27.--Summary of the Results of Hypothesis Testing for
Main Effects

Reject or Fail
p-value To Reject (FTR)

HD1 F =0.50 0.6164 FTR

HC1 F =1.38 0.2574 FTR

HD2 F =2.07 0.1328 FTR

HC2 F =4.64 0.0124 Reject
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Table 27.--Continued

Reject or Fail
Hypotheses F or p-value To Reject (FTR)

HD3 F =0.76 0.4727 FTR

HC3 F =0.63 0.5330 FTR

HD1a X2=.28 0.5284 FTR

HD1b F =1.62 0.2035 FTR

HDlc X2=0.53 0.7663 FTR

HDld F =0.86 0.4290 FTR

HCla X2=1.84 0.3980 FTR

HClb F =0.58 0.5642 FTR

HClc X2=0.53 0.7663 FTR

HCld F =1.83 0.1669 FTR

HD2a X2 =1.00 0.6080 FTR

HD2b F =3.46 0.0362 Reject

HD2c X2=0.29 0.8637 FTR

HD2d F =1.20 0.3055 FTR

HC2a X2-8.33 0.0155 Reject

HC2b F =2.30 0.1070 FTR

HC2c X2 =7.87 0.0195 Reject

HC2d F =2.77 0.0684 FTR
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Table 28.--Summary of the Results of Hypothesis Testing for
Interaction Effects

Hypotheses

HDC1

HDC2

HDC3

HDCla

HDClb

HDClc

HDCld

HDC2a

HDC2b

HDC2c

HDC2d

F or X2

F =1.10

F =0.39

F =0.32

X2=5.39

F =1.06

X2=1.99

F =0.48

X2=1.96

F =0.13

X2=3.04

F =0.64

p-value

0.3609

0.8155

0.8656

0.2498

0.3814

0.7384

0.7499

0.7436

0.9722

0.5505

O.6373
0. 6373

Reject or Fail
To Reject (FTR)

FTR

FTR

FTR

FTR

FTR

FTR

FTR

FTR

FTR

FTR

FTR
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The role of a database in the implementation of

management information systems (MIS) has been widely

recognized. With the advent of end-user computing, the

population of unskilled end users has increased and has

resulted in the use of computer-based information systems.

Thus, the effective preparation of end-users to access the

database becomes critical in ensuring the successful

implementation of MIS.

In order for end-users to retrieve information from a

database, two steps are necessary. First, end-users need to

know the contents of the database. Second, end-users must

utilize query languages to perform information retrieval.

Data models can be used in presenting database contents to

end users. The structured query language is one of the

popular query languages. Vendors such as IBM and ORACLE

offer database products based on the structured query

language. This research was designed to discover an

appropriate information retrieval model for database end-

users. More specifically, a laboratory experiment approach

was employed to study the relative effectiveness of three

86
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different data models and three different conceptual models

of the structured query language.

A summary of the critical findings of this research is

followed by a discussion of the research findings within the

theoretical framework. Finally, implications of the

research findings for practitioners are discussed, and

recommendation are made for future research.

Summary of Research Findings

A controlled experiment was conducted to generate

empirical evidence for testing hypotheses about human

factors relative to data base applications. The results of

statistical analysis on the collected data exhibited several

critical findings:

1. The total semantic errors committed in writing

database queries are affected by conceptual models of the

structure query language. More precisely, the use of Venn

diagrams as a conceptual model of the structure query

language enhances end users' ability to convert natural

language statements into structured queries.

2. The semantic errors committed in NTLC and FTLC task

categories when specifying database queries are influenced

by the utilization of conceptual models. The diagram model,

as a conceptual model of the structured query language, is
superior to other conceptual models.
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3. The semantic errors committed in NTHC tasks,

although not influenced by the use of conceptual models, are

affected by data models. Specifically, the employment of

the object-oriented data model results in more semantic

errors in the NTHC task category.

4. The syntax errors committed either for all query

tasks or for each task category are neither affected by the

use of different data models, nor influenced by the use of

different conceptual models.

5. The total time required to complete all query tasks

is not affected by either the data model or the conceptual

model of the structured query language. However, typing

speed is a decisive factor that affects the total completion

time of query writing.

6. There are no interaction effects existing between

manipulated variables, the data model and the conceptual

model of the structured query language.

Theoretical Explanations of Research Findings

This research was grounded on the framework proposed by

Batra, Hoffer, and Bostrom (1988). Extensions to the

framework boundary were made to justify the study. Such a

framework provides the structure necessary to explain and

relate research results. Manipulated variables extracted

from the framework were data models and users' mental models

of the system. The performance measures used were the
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number of syntax and semantic errors committed in writing

queries, and the total time required to complete query

writing tasks. A discussion of the results of the research

under the theoretical framework follows.

Main Effects of Conceptual Models

The research results indicate some impact of conceptual

models of the structured query language on the way database

queries are written. The use of conceptual models decreased

the number of semantic errors committed when writing

queries. Semantic errors committed in NTHC and FTHC task

categories were not at a statistically significant level,

but both F statistics approached the level of rejecting

Hypotheses HC2b and HC2d.

Results must be interpreted carefully. Further

examination of the means and standard deviations of semantic

errors committed shows that end-users who received the

diagram model performed better than end-users who were given

the set model or no model. Although both set model and

diagram model apply set operation concepts, the diagram

model appears to be a better facility to represent the

logical reasoning characteristics inherent in the structured

query language.

The users' mental model of the system, as an

independent variable, was extracted from the human category

of the modified framework. In this research, the users'
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mental model of the structured query language was formed

using three conceptual models of the structured query

language. Previous researchers have delineated the

conceptual model of a system as external, and the mental

model as an internal representation of the system (Borgman

1984, Norman 1983, Sein 1988). However, the experimental

design employed in the research cannot ensure that a mental

model built by the conceptual model was used to portray the

query system. Thus, the impact of the conceptual model on

query writing performance was assured, but the existence of

the query language mental model was not proven.

Syntax errors committed in writing queries are not

affected by the use of different conceptual models. The

structured query language uses a linear syntax, including

three clause statements. Committing syntax errors may be

directly related to the presentation of the language and the

ease-of-use of the language syntax. Thomas (1978) found

that end-users had difficulties in quantifying statements.

The conceptual model was designed to aid in quantifying

statements. More precisely, the conceptual model was used

to enhance the end users' ability to map natural language

statements into structured query languages. The finding

that no conceptual model effects on syntax errors committed

for all tasks is a reasonable result.

The total amount of time required to finish the query

writing was not affected by different conceptual models.
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Theoretically, conceptual models are primarily designed to

help end-users in transferring problem statements into the

structured query language. With facilitative conceptual

models, end-users should require less time to finish query

writing tasks. However, the expected results were not

confirmed. The results may have been confounded by the

instrument. The use of only eight query problems may not

have provided a sufficient length of time for the conceptual

model effects to occur. In addition, the time used in

writing queries can be divided into comprehending the

problem, mapping the problem, and typing queries. The

actual time spent in mapping problems to database queries

may further be shortened. Less time in mapping problems may

be the reason that the experiment was not able to detect

significant differences in conceptual model effects.

The experimental results do not show the effects of

conceptual models on all performance measures. However, the

results do show the impact of conceptual models on semantic

errors committed. Therefore, this research confirms the

need to incorporate the mental model of a system into the

human category of the theoretical framework.

Main Effects of Data Models

The effects of the data model on the number of semantic

errors committed were not confirmed by this study, except

where semantic errors were committed in NTHC tasks. Data
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models were used to present database contents in the

research. Theoretically, imperfect data models may cause

misinterpretation of the problem requirement or

misunderstanding of the database contents and, in turn,

cause end-users to make semantic errors. If one data model

is superior to another, one would expect a difference in the

number of semantic errors committed for all kinds of tasks.

No difference in the number of semantic errors relative to

the data model was observed. Therefore, results of the

research indicates that, as a communication tool, the three

data models each provided the same degree of aid to

conceptualization.

Although the data model did not influence semantic

errors committed in all task categories, the data model did

affect the number of semantic errors committed in NTHC

tasks. The statistical significance of semantic errors

committed in NTHC tasks may have been confounded by query

problems in the test session. As shown in Appendix B, the

object-oriented data model has the most detailed

abstraction. Consequently, more tables are required in the

implementation of the object-oriented data model in a

relational data base management system. One of the query

problems in the NTHC task category has a higher Holstead V

measure for object-oriented data model than for the other

two data models (71.70 versus 114.22). Therefore, it is
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speculated that the inconsistent complexity level led to the

distorted result.

No significant differences were found with the

different data models relative to the number of syntax

errors committed. Since the structured query language was

originally developed for the relation data model, one might

speculate that fewer syntax errors would be committed when

subjects used the relational data model. This research does

not support the superiority of the relational data models.

As previously discussed, the linear syntax of the structured

language may have led to the insignificant differences of

the conceptual model on syntax errors committed. Linear

syntax of the structured query language may also have led to

no data model effects on syntax errors committed.

No significant differences regarding the total task

completion time were found relative to the use of different

data models. One would expect to spend less time in writing

queries if one data model communicates the database contents

better than another. Since the results were not as

expected, possible explanations for not detecting the data

model effects on the time spent in query constructions may

be the same as the speculation on conceptual model effects.

As discussed before, no significant differences were found

between the conceptual models could result in the incomplete

instrument. The query writing tasks with eight problems and
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the short mapping time may have distorted the data model

effects on total time spent in specifying queries.

Interaction Effects of Manipulated Variables

One of the objectives of this study was to determine if

comprehensive models exist for database queries.

Specifically, the research was to investigate the

interaction effects between the data model and the

conceptual model. Although no significant interaction

effects were found, subjects given the diagram model and the

entity-relationship data model committed, on average, fewer

syntax and semantic errors than other model combinations.

Some implications for end-users training in query

construction are appropriate.

Implications of Research Findings

The results of this research have implications for

training end-users in writing database queries. First, a

facility to enhance end-users' abilities to deal with the

logical reasoning embedded in database queries is crucial.

This research shows that the use of Venn diagrams

constitutes a better description of the structured query

language than the use of set relation operations. Venn

diagrams facilitate structured query writing involving

logical problem solving. Therefore, when training end-users

on database query languages, using Venn diagram as a
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supplement to help end-users explore the logic operations is

strongly recommended.

Second, there are no differences in conceptualization

for data models with regard to present database contents.

The implication is that any one of the data models can be

used to provide end-users with the contents of a database.

The object-oriented data model, however, carries more

semantics than the relational and entity-relationship data

models. One may prefer to use the object-oriented data

model to provide end-users with database contents.

Although no interaction effects were reported, subjects

given the entity-relationship data model and the diagram

model performed better than subjects receiving any other

combination of data model and conceptual model. When taking

the better interaction performance into consideration, the

preference to use the object-oriented data model may no

longer be justified. The use of the entity-relationship

data model to present database contents, and the use of Venn

diagrams to describe the structured query language are

preferred. Recall that the research assumes the

implementation of the experimental data base in a relational

data base management system. Accordingly, since most

database processing is currently based on relational data

base management systems, the use of relational and entity-

relationship data models may be appropriate. After data

base management systems based on the object-oriented data
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model are developed and commercially available, the object-

oriented data model may become the dominant communication

vehicle.

Recommendations for Future Research

Experiences and findings of this research can be used

to help guide and refine additional studies. A great deal

of external validity was sacrificed by employing a

laboratory experiment with student subjects. A replicate

study in a real business setting would enhance external

validity. Specifically, external validity could be

increased by using business end-users as subjects, and

capturing query writing on line. The real-world

experimental results could be readily applied in the

business environment.

The instrument contains eight problems, two problems in

each task category. As discussed earlier, the instrument

may not be of sufficient length to detect significant

differences in data models and conceptual models. Future

researchers need to expand the instrument, so that the time

to map query problems to database queries can be extended.

Future researchers should extend the query language

template to include most components of the structured query

language. The query writing test should also contain

problems involved in the use of most language elements. of

all the possible extensions, the inclusion of the logical
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operator "NOT" appears to be the most important. So far the

research has involved only two logical operators, "AND" and

"OR." Database queries may involve complicated logical

operations such as the intersection or union of negative

sets. Future researchers should explore the complicated

logical operations, especially logical operations involved

in the formation of "NOT" with "AND" and the formation of

"NOT" with "OR." Other extensions may include all

arithmetic operators, and functional statements such as

DELETE, and UPDATE.

Future researchers can extend the domain of data models

and conceptual models. The use of the set operations

concept does not constitute a complete conceptual model of

the structured query language. Set operations concepts only

represent the logical reasoning characteristics which exist

in the language. Once more conceptual models are found,

empirical studies can be conducted to explore the

effectiveness of new conceptual models. While investigating

other conceptual models of the structured query language is

possible, research could extend to other data models not

included in this study. Whether or not other data models

are better as conceptualization aids remains to be known.

Database query writing may not be considered as merely

writing. Instead, database query writing may be viewed as a

problem solving process (Katzeff 1988). Future research

could employ protocol analysis, which is well grounded in
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the study of human information processing. The process

tracing method may permit researchers to perform deeper

analysis of the nature of the syntax and semantic errors

committed in query specifications.
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INTRODUCTION

You are participating in an information retrieval

experiment. The experiment is designed to evaluate different

information retrieval models. The objective of the

experiment is to discover a better information retrieval

model. There are two sessions contained in the experiment.

In the first session, you are to read two booklets. The

database booklet gives you the general operations of a

microcomputer retail company and a detailed description of

the company's database used for management. The information

retrieval booklet tells you how to retrieve data from the

database. The information retrieval booklet also provides

some examples and practice problems for you to get

familiarity with the information retrieval language

(structured query language). In the second session, you are

asked to do some information retrieval exercise.

When you have finished reading the database and

information retrieval booklets, the pages containing the

examples and practice problems will be taken away by the

instructor. You will continue to do some information

retrieval exercise. At this stage, you can refer to the

database booklet for the description of the company's

database and the information retrieval booklet for the
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template of the structured query language required to access

the database. The information retrieval exercise is stored

in a computer. you will use the computer to do the

information retrieval exercise.

PART I - GENERAL OPERATIONS OF A MICROCOMPUTER RETAILER

The Micro Expert Co. is a microcomputer retailer. The

company buys microcomputer parts from a variety of parts

suppliers, assembles the parts into microcomputers. The

company hires full-time, salaried employees and part-time,

waged employees to assembly the parts into microcomputers.

The managerial decisions involve four major entities.

FIGURE I illustrates these entities and the relationships

among entities.

FIGURE I

Suppliers Parts

Micro-

computers Employees

The entities are connected with lines representing the

relationships among the entities. The relationships between

the four entities are many-to-many. A supplier can provide

various kinds of parts and a specific part can be acquired
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from different suppliers. An employee can get varied parts

from the parts inventory; the same type of parts can be used

by different employees. Any microcomputer can be assembled

by different employees and an employee can assembly diverse

models of microcomputers. The same type of parts can be used

in different microcomputers; a microcomputer comprises of

different parts.

PART II - DATABASE DESCRIPTIONS

The company's data base pertaining to the four entities

is illustrated in FIGURE II. The fundamental organizational

structure for the data base is the relation. A relation is a

two-dimensional table made up of rows and columns. Each

relation, or table as it is often called,.stores data about

entities. Six tables have been defined to store data about

the four entities at the Micro Expert Co. A table is

identified by a name. SPLR (supplier), SHPMNT (shipment),

and PART are examples of table names. Due to the limited

space in width, both MICRO (microcomputer) and EMPL

(employee) relations have extended to two tables.

The columns in a relation represent some

characteristics of an entities. SNO (supplier number), SNM

(supplier name), CITY, and STATE are all columns for the

SPLR (supplier) table. The rows in a relation represent

specific occurrences of the relation. Each row consists of a

sequence of values, one for each column in the table. For
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example, a row in the SPLR (supplier) table represents a

particular supplier, while a row in the PART table

represents a particular kind of parts.

Abbreviations are used in naming tables and columns.

When you do the information retrieval exercise, you need to

refer to FIGURE II for the database contents. If you cannot

tell the logical meanings of each table and its associated

columns, please further refer to TABLE I for the complete

names or explanations of tables and columns.
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FIGURE II

SHPMNT

PART

PNO PNM UNTCST PQTY

ASMBLY

PNO SRLNO SS#

EMPL

SS# ENM TOTPMNT EMPLTYPE SLRYRATE OVERTIME

EMPL (Cont.)

WGRATE MAXHRS MINHRS

MICRO

SRLNO PRICE KBMDL MBMDL MEMRYSZ CPUSPD PSMDL

MICRO (Cont.)

PSVLTG TOTSTRG VDTMDL VDTPXLS HDSTRG FLPYSTRG MCRSTRG

SPLR

SNM CITY STATE SNO PNO SQTY DATESNO



TABLE I

Complete Name or Explanations
Supplier
Supplier number
Supplier name
Supplier location (city)
Supplier location (state)

Shipment
Supplier number
Part number
Shipment quantity
Shipment date

Part
Part number
Part name
Unit cost
Part quantity

PNO
SRLNO
SS#

SS#
ENM
TOTPMNT
EMPLTYPE
SLRYRATE
OVERTIME
WGRATE
MAXHRS
MINHRS

SRLNO
PRICE
KBMDL
MBMDL
MEMRYSZ
CPUSPD
PSMDL
PSVLTG
TOTSTRG
VDTMDL
VDTPXLS
HDSTRG
FLPYSTRG
MCRSTRG

Assembly
Part number
Microcomputer's serial number
Social security number

Employee
Social security number
Employee name
Total payment received to date
Employee type (salary or wage)
Salary rate
Overtime hours
Wage rate
Maximum hours worked a week
Minimum hours worked a week

Microcomputer
Microcomputer's serial number
Price for the microcomputer
Keyboard model
Motherboard model
Memory size
CPU speed
Power supply model
Power supply voltage
Total storage
Video display terminal model
VDT pixels (picture elements)
Hard disk storage
Floppy disk storage (5 1/4")
Micro disk storage (3 1/2")
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Table
SPLR

SHPMNT

PART

Column

SNO
SNM
CITY
STATE

SNO
PNO
SQTY
DATE

PNO
PNM
UNTCST
PQTY

ASMBLY

EMPL

MICRO

A
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INTRODUCTION

You w-e participating in an information retrieval

experiment. The experiment is designed to evaluate different

information retrieval models. The objective of the

experimet is to discover a better information retrieval

modeL There are two sessions contained in the experiment.

In the ftlst session, you are to read two booklets. The

database tooklet gives you the general operations of a

microcerputer retail company and a detailed description of

the company's database used for management. The information

retrieval booklet tells you how to retrieve data from the

database. The information retrieval booklet also provides

Some exaiples and practice problems for you to get

familiarity with the information retrieval language

(structured query language). In the second session, you are

asked to 4o some information retrieval exercise.

When you have finished reading the database and

information retrieval booklets, the pages containing the

examples and practice problems will be taken away by the

instructor. You will continue to do some information

retrieval exercise. At this stage, you can refer to the

database booklet for the description of the company's

database and the information retrieval booklet for the
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template of the structured query language required to access

the database. The information retrieval exercise is stored

in a computer. you will use the computer to do the

information retrieval exercise.

PART I - GENERAL OPERATIONS OF A MICROCOMPUTER RETAILER

The Micro Expert Co. is a microcomputer retailer. The

company buys microcomputer parts from a variety of parts

suppliers, assembles the parts into microcomputers. The

company hires full-time, salaried employees and part-time,

waged employees to assembly the parts into microcomputers.

The managerial decisions involve four major entities.

FIGURE I illustrates these entities and the relationships

among entities.

FIGURE I

Suppliers Parts

Micro-
computers Employees

The entities are connected with lines representing the

relationships among the entities. The relationships between

the four entities are many-to-many. A supplier can provide

various kinds of parts and a specific part can be acquired
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from different suppliers. An employee can get varied parts

from the parts inventory; the same type of parts can be used

by different employees. Any microcomputer can be assembled

by different employees and an employee can assembly diverse

models of microcomputers. The same type of parts can be used

in different microcomputers; a microcomputer comprises of

different parts.

PART II - DATABASE DESCRIPTIONS

The company's data base pertaining to the four entities

is illustrated in FIGURE II. The fundamental organizational

structure for the data base are entities and relationships.

The diagram defines the entities and relationships between

each entity. An entity is a "thing" which can be distinctly

identified. A relationship is an association among entities.

An entity is depicted as a box in the diagram. PART, SPLR

(supplier), EMPL (employee), and MICRO (microcomputer) are

examples of entities. Relationships are represented by

diamond-shaped graphs. For example, SHPMNT (shipment) is a

relationship between SPLR (supplier) and PART entities.

Lines are used to connect entities and relationships.

An arrow head shown at one end of a line represents a one-

to-many relationship. No arrow head shown on both end of a

line represents a many-to-many relationship. Two arrow heads

shown with the line represents a one-to-one relationship.

Circles and straight lines connecting to an entity (box) or
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a relationship (diamond-shaped graph) are used to represent

attributes of the entity or the relationship. For example,

SNM, SNO, CITY, STATE are all attributes of the SPLR

(supplier) entity.

To implement the data base in a relational database

management system, each entity maps directly into one table.

All attributes of an entity become columns of a table. Each

relationship also maps into one table. All attributes of a

relationship become columns of a table.

Abbreviations are used in naming tables and columns.

When you do the information retrieval exercise, you need to

refer to FIGURE II for the database contents. If you cannot

tell the logical meanings of each table and its associated

columns, please further refer to TABLE I for the complete

names or explanations of tables and columns.
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TABLE I

column
SPLR

SNO
SNM
CITY
STATE

SNO
PNO
SQTY
DATE

PNO
PNM
UNTCST
PQTY

PNO
SRLNO
SS#

SS#
ENM
TOTPMNT
EMPLTYPE
SLRYRATE
OVERTIME
WGRATE
MAXHRS
MINHRS

SRLNO
PRICE
KBMDL
MBMDL
MEMRYSZ
CPUSPD
PSMDL
PSVLTG
TOTSTRG
VDTMDL
VDTPXLS
HDSTRG
FLPYSTRG
MCRSTRG

Complete Name or Explanations
Supplier
Supplier number
Supplier name
Supplier location (city)
Supplier location (state)

Shipment
Supplier number
Part number
Shipment quantity
Shipment date

SHPMNT

PART

Table

Part
Part number
Part name
Unit cost
Part quantity

Assembly
Part number
Microcomputer's serial number
Social security number

Employee
Social security number
Employee name
Total payment received to date
Employee type (salary or wage)
Salary rate
Overtime hours
Wage rate
Maximum hours worked a week
Minimum hours worked a week

Microcomputer
Microcomputer's serial number
Price for the microcomputer
Keyboard model
Motherboard model
Memory size
CPU speed
Power supply model
Power supply voltage
Total storage
Video display terminal model
VDT pixels (picture elements)
Hard disk storage
Floppy disk storage (5 1/4")
Micro disk storage (3 1/2")

ASMBLY

EMPL

MICRO
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INTRODUCTION

You are participating in an information retrieval

experiment. The experiment is designed to evaluate different

information retrieval models. The objective of the

experiment is to discover a better information retrieval

model. There are two sessions contained in the experiment.

In the first session, you are to read two booklets. The

database booklet gives you the general operations of a

microcomputer retail company and a detailed description of

the company's database used for management. The information

retrieval booklet tells you how to retrieve data from the

database. The information retrieval booklet also provides

some examples and practice problems for you to get

familiarity with the information retrieval language

(structured query language). In the second session, you are

asked to do some information retrieval exercise.

When you have finished reading the database and

information retrieval booklets, the pages containing the

examples and practice problems will be taken away by the

instructor. You will continue to do some information

retrieval exercise. At this stage, you can refer to the

database booklet for the description of the company's

database and the information retrieval booklet for the
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template of the structured query language required to access

the database. The information retrieval exercise is stored

in a computer. you will use the computer to do the

information retrieval exercise.

PART I - GENERAL OPERATIONS OF A MICROCOMPUTER RETAILER.

The Micro Expert Co. is a microcomputer retailer. The

company buys microcomputer parts from a variety of parts

suppliers, assembles the parts into microcomputers. The

company hires full-time, salaried employees and part-time,

waged employees to assembly the parts into microcomputers.

The managerial decisions involve four major entities.

FIGURE I illustrates these entities and the relationships

among entities.

FIGURE I

Suppliers Parts

Micro-

computers ------ Employees

The entities are connected with lines representing the

relationships among the entities. The relationships between

the four entities are many-to-many. A supplier can provide

various kinds of parts and a specific part can be acquired
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from different suppliers. An employee can get varied parts

from the parts inventory; the same type of parts can be used

by different employees. Any microcomputer can be assembled

by different employees and an employee can assembly diverse

models of microcomputers. The same type of parts can be used

in different microcomputers; a microcomputer comprises of

different parts.

PART II - DATABASE DESCRIPTIONS

The company's data base pertaining to the four entities

is illustrated in FIGURE II. The fundamental organizational

structure for the data base are object classes and

relationships. The diagram defines object classes and

relationships between each object class. An object class

describes a set of things (physical or abstract) that have

the same behavior and characteristics. An object class is

shown in the diagram by a box containing two sections,

separated by a horizontal line. The upper part of the box

contains the object class name; the lower part contain a

list of object class attributes.

A relationship is a logical association between object

classes. A relationship is defined by a pair of object class

names and a relationship type. There are three types of

relationships: generalization, aggregation, and association.

Different graphs are used to represent the three types of

relationships. Generalization is shown in the diagram by a
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triangle between connected lines. Arrow lines are used to

represent aggregation relationship. Association is

represented by a line connecting both object classes and a

circle hanging in the line. Association relationship is

further described by an association name and its attributes.

The three types of relationships need to be further

explored. Generalization shows families of similar object

classes. Generalizations are also called "a kind of" or "is

a" or "category" relationships. For example, HDDSK (hard

disk), FLPYDSK (floppy disk), and MCRDSK (micro disk) are a

category of AUXLRSTRG (auxiliary storage). Aggregation is an

a-part-of relationship. Aggregation combines low level

objects into composite objects. For instance, a KEYBRD

(keyboard) is a part of a MICRO (microcomputer). Finally, an

association relationship relates two or more independent

object classes. For example, there is a line indicating an

association relationship called SHPMNT (shipment) between

SPLR (supplier) and PART; a circle contains a list of

attributes for the SHPMNT relationship.

To implement the data base in a relational database

management system, each object class maps directly into one

table. All attributes of an object class become columns of a

table. Each association relationship also maps directly into

one table. All attributes of an association relationship

become columns of a table. In addition, an attribute of the

object class in the highest level of any aggregation and
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generalization relationship has to be inserted into each

lower-level object class to uniquely identify the table when

the object class maps into a table. However, the diagram

does not explicitly show the attribute in lower-level object

classes. As a sequence, when the database is actually

implemented, SS# becomes a column in both SLREMPL and WGEMPL

tables; SRLNO becomes a column being inserted into every

second-level and third-level tables under the MICRO table.

Abbreviations are used in naming tables and columns.

When you do the information retrieval exercise, you need to

refer to FIGURE II for the database contents. If you cannot

tell the logical meanings of each table and its associated

columns, please further refer to TABLE I for the complete

names or explanations of tables and columns.
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SPLR
SNO
SN I
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STATE



Table Column
SPLR

SNO
SNM
CITY
STATE

SHPMNT
SNO
PNO
SQTY
DATE

PART

ASMBLY

PNO
PNM
UNTCST
PQTY

PNO
SRLNO

GETPART
SS#
PNO

EMPL

SLREMPL

SS#
ENM
TOTPMNT
EMPLTYPE

SLRYRATE
OVERTIME

TABLE I

Complete Name or Explanations
Supplier
Supplier number
Supplier name
Supplier location (city)
Supplier location (state)

Shipment
Supplier number
Part number
Shipment quantity
Shipment date

Part
Part number
Part name
Unit cost
Part quantity

Assembly
Part number
Microcomputer's serial number

Get part
Social security number
Part number

Employee
Social security number
Employee name
Total payment received to date
Employee type(salary or wage)

Salaried employee
Salary rate
Overtime hours

Waged employee
Wage rate
Maximum hours worked a week
Minimum hours worked a week

Microcomputer
Microcomputer's serial number
Price for the microcomputer

Keyboard
Keyboard model
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WGEMPL

MICRO

KEYBRD

WGRATE
MAXHRS
MINHRS

SRLNO
PRICE

KBMDL



MTHRBRD

PWRSPLY

MNTR

AXLRSTRG

HDDSK

FLPYDSK

MCRDSK

MBMDL
MEMRYSZ
CPUSPD

PSMDL
PSVLTG

VDTMDL
VDTPXLS

TOTSTRG

HDSTRG

FLPYSTRG

MCRSTRG

Motherboard
Motherboard model
Memory size
CPU speed

Power supply
Power supply model
Power supply voltage

Monitor (video display terminal)
Video display terminal model
VDT pixels (picture elements)

Auxiliary storage
Total storage

Hard disk
Hard disk storage

Floppy disk
Floppy disk storage (5 1/4")

Micro disk
Micro disk storage (3 1/2")
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INTRODUCTION

This information retrieval booklet gives a description

of the structured query language, which allows you to

retrieve data from the database for managerial decisions.

The booklet also provides examples and practice problems for

you to get familiarity with the structured query language.

Therefore, the information retrieval booklet is divided into

two parts. The first part describes the vocabulary and

syntax of a structured query language. The second part of

the booklet contains information retrieval examples showing

you how the management at Micro Expert Co. retrieves data

from the database using the structured query language. The

second part of the booklet also contains some information

retrieval problems for you to practice.

PART I - THE STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE

The database booklet has showed you the contents of the

database at Micro Expert Co. for managerial decisions. The

management uses a structured query language to retrieve data

from the database. The following box depicts the syntax of

the language. The retrieval operation consists of one block

containing three clauses: SELECT, FROM, and WHERE. The

SELECT clause lists the column names that you want displayed
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in answer to query problem. The FROM clause indicates the

table of data "FROM" which you want to retrieve information.

The WHERE clause is used to screen the rows you want to

retrieve, based on some criteria, or search condition, that

you specify.

A simple search condition is formed with conditional

expression which contains a column name, an arithmetic

operator, and a value. The arithmetic operator includes four

symbols, "=" stands for "equal to", "<" stands for "less

than", ">" stands for "greater than", and "<>" stands for

"not equals". Only one of the four symbols can be used in a

condition expression. The value can be any legal numeric or

alphanumeric in a particular column. If the value is

alphanumeric, double quotations are used to enclose the

value. No quotations are required, if the value is numeric.

It is also possible to develop more complex conditions

involving two or more conditional expressions. You combine

conditions using logical operators AND or OR to connect

conditional expressions. Brackets and five continuous dots

are used to indicate multiple entries. Comma is used as

delimiter to separate entries in SELECT and FROM clauses.

Two or more tables can be combined to form a single

table by using join operation. The join operation is based

on the premise that there is a logical association between

two tables having a common attribute that links the tables.

The WHERE clause specifies the relationship between the
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tables to be joined. This relationship represents the join

condition. Typically, the join condition expresses a

relationship between rows from each table that match on a

common attribute. When the tables to be joined have the same

column name, the column name is prefixed with a table name

in order for the structured query language to know which

table the column comes. The table name followed with a dot

is enclosed in parentheses in the WHERE clause, indicating

that the table name is required if a join condition is

involved. In addition, the value of a conditional expression

for a join condition can be equal to a legal column name

prefixed with a table name.

Template for the Structured Query Language

SELECT column-name [, column-name, ..... ]

FROM table-name [, table-name, ..... ]

WHERE (table-name.)column-name = value

[lAND j(table-name.)column-name = value.....]
IOR >
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PART II - QUERY LANGUAGE EXAMPLES AND PRACTICES

The following section contains some examples showing

how the managers at the Micro Expert Co. retrieve data from

the database. Please study the examples carefully and

understand how the query languacje template is applied to

database queries. Followed with the examples, some practice

problems are provided. The practice problems train you to be

familiar with the structured query language. Each practice

problem is placed in a separate page. You would first try to

solve the problem by writing data base queries on the page.

Then, refer to correct query for each practice problem,

which is placed in every following page of the practice

problem, to see if you have specified the database query

correctly. After you finish this section,.you are ready to

write some queries on the computer. Let the instructor know

when you finish the reading and practicing session.
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Example 1.

Which suppliers are from Texas?

Query:

SELECT snm, state

FROM splr

WHERE state = "Texas"
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Practice 1.

Which suppliers are from California?
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Query for Practice 1

SELECT snm, state

FROM splr

WHERE state = "California"
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Practice 2.

Which parts have quantity below 20?
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Query for Practice 2

SELECT pnm, pqty

FROM part

WHERE pqty < 20
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Example 2.

Which suppliers from Texas sent parts to Micro Expert Co. on
10/25/90?

Query:

SELECT sno, snm, state, date

FROM splr, shpmnt

WHERE state = "Texas" AND date = "10/25/90"
AND splr.sno = shpmnt.sno
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Example 3.

Which microcomputers have either used keyboard model
"KB5050" or used power supply model "PS200".

Query:

SELECT

FROM

WHERE

** Query:

SELECT

FROM

WHERE

srlno, kbmdl, psmdl

micro

kbmdl = "KB5050" OR psmdl = "PS200"

srlno, kbmdl, psmdl

keybrd, pwrsply

kbmdl = "kb5050" OR psmdl = "PS200"
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Practice 3.

Which suppliers from california sent parts to Micro Expert
Co. on 10/28/90.



Query for

SELECT

FROM

WHERE

Practice 3

sno, snm, state, date

splr, shpmnt

state = "California" AND date = "10/28/90"
AND splr.sno = shpmnt.sno
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Practice 4.

Which microcomputers have either 25 MHz CPU speed or 1
megabyte memory?
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Query for Practice 4

SELECT srlno, cpuspd, memrysz

FROM micro

WHERE

** Query

SELECT

FROM

WHERE

cpuspd = 25 OR memrysz = 1,000,000

for Practice 4

srlno, cpuspd, memrysz

mthrbrd

cpuspd =25 OR memrysz = 1,000,000
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INTRODUCTION

This information retrieval booklet gives a description

of the structured query language, which allows you to

retrieve data from the database for managerial decisions.

The booklet also provides examples and practice problems for

you to get familiarity with the structured query language.

Therefore, the information retrieval booklet is divided into

two parts. The first part describes the vocabulary and

syntax of a structured query language. The second part of

the booklet contains information retrieval examples showing

you how the management at Micro Expert Co. retrieves data

from the database using the structured query language. The

second part of the booklet also contains some information

retrieval problems for you to practice.

PART I - THE STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE

The database booklet has showed you the contents of the

database at Micro Expert Co. for managerial decisions. The

management uses a structured query language to retrieve data

from the database. The following box depicts the syntax of

the language. The retrieval operation consists of one block

containing three clauses: SELECT, FROM, and WHERE. The

SELECT clause lists the column names that you want displayed
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in answer to query problem. The FROM clause indicates the

table of data "FROM" which you want to retrieve information.

The WHERE clause is used to screen the rows you want to

retrieve, based on some criteria, or search condition, that

you specify.

A simple search condition is formed with conditional

expression which contains a column name, an arithmetic

operator, and a value. The arithmetic operator includes four

symbols, "=" stands for "equal to", "<" stands for "less

than", ">" stands for "greater than", and "<>" stands for

"not equals". Only one of the four symbols can be used in a

condition expression. The value can be any legal numeric or

alphanumeric in a particular column. If the value is

alphanumeric, double quotations are used to enclose the

value. No quotations are required, if the value is numeric.

It is also possible to develop more complex conditions

involving two or more conditional expressions. You combine

conditions using logical operators AND or OR to connect

conditional expressions. Brackets and five continuous dots

are used to indicate multiple entries. Comma is used as

delimiter to separate entries in SELECT and FROM clauses.

Two or more tables can be combined to form a single

table by using join operation. The join operation is based

on the premise that there is a logical association between

two tables having a common attribute that links the tables.

The WHERE clause specifies the relationship between the
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tables to be joined. This relationship represents the join

condition. Typically, the join condition expresses a

relationship between rows from each table that match on a

common attribute. When the tables to be joined have the same

column name, the column name is prefixed with a table name

in order for the structured query language to know which

table the column comes. The table name followed with a dot

is enclosed in parentheses in the WHERE clause, indicating

that the table name is required if a join condition is

involved. In addition, the value of a conditional expression

for a join condition can be equal to a legal column name

prefixed with a table name.

Template for the Structured Query Language

SELECT column-name [, column-name, ..... ]

FROM table-name [, table-name, ..... ]

WHERE (table-name.)column-name = value

[ AND J(table-name.)column-name = value.....]
OR >
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PART II - QUERY LANGUAGE EXAMPLES AND PRACTICES

The following section contains some examples showing

how the managers at the Micro Expert Co. retrieve data from

the database. The examples are shown in the left-hand side

of each page. Set operation concepts are used in the right-

hand side to further demonstrate the condition that the data

should meet to be retrieved. Please study the examples

carefully and understand how the query language template is

applied to the database queries. Followed with the examples,

some practice problems are provided. The practice problems

train you to be familiar with the structured query language.

Each practice problem is placed in a separate page. You

would first try to solve the problem by writing data base

queries on the page. Then, refer to correct query for each

practice problem, which is placed in every following page of

the practice problem, to see if you have specified the

database query correctly. After you finish this section, you

are ready to write some queries on the computer. Let the

instructor know when you finish the reading and practicing

session.
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Example 1.

Which suppliers are from
Texas?

Query:

SELECT snm, state

FROM splr

WHERE state = "Texas"

A n B

denotes intersection

A represents a set of
suppliers, each of them
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co.

B represents a set of
suppliers, each of them
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co. and is from the state
of Texas.



Practice 1.

Which suppliers are from
California?

A represents s set of
suppliers, each of them
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co.

B represents a set of
suppliers, each of them
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co. and is from the state
of California.

146

f denotes intersection
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Query for Practice 1

SELECT snm, state

FROM splr

WHERE state = "California"



Practice 2.

Which parts have quantity
below 20?

A n B

n denotes intersection

A represents all parts at
Micro Expert Co.

B represents a set of parts
with quantity below 20.

148
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Query for Practice 2

SELECT pinm, pqty

FROM part

WHERE pqty < 20
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Example 2.

Which suppliers from Texas
sent parts to Micro Expert
Co. on 10/25/90?

Query:

SELECT sno, snm, state, date

FROM splr, shpmnt

WHERE state = "Texas" AND
date = "10/25/90" AND
splr.sno = shpmnt.sno

An B

n denotes intersection

A represents a set of
suppliers, each of them is
from the state of Texas.

B represents a set of
suppliers, each of them
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co. on the date of
10/25/90.
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Example 3.

Which microcomputers have
either used keyboard model
"KB5050" or used power supply
model "PS200"-.

Query:

SELECT srlno, kbmdl, psmdl

FROM micro

WHERE kbmdl
psmdl

= "KB5050" OR
= "PS200"

U denotes union

A represents a set of
microcomputers with
keyboard model "KB5050".

B represents a set of
microcomputers with power
supply model "PS200".

** Query:

SELECT srlno, kbmdl, psmdl

FROM keybrd, pwrsply

WHERE kbmdl = "KB5050" OR
psmdl = "PS200"
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Practice 3.

Which suppliers from
california sent parts to
Micro Expert Co. on 10/28/90.

A B

denotes intersection

A represents a set of
suppliers, each of them is
from the state of
California.

B represents a set of
suppliers, each of them
sent parts to Micro Expert
Co. on the date of
10/28/90.
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Query for Practice 3

SELECT sno, snm, state, date

FROM splr, shpmnt

WHERE state = "California"
AND date = "10/28/90"
AND splr.sno = shpmnt.sno



Practice 4.

Which microcomputers have
either 25 MHz CPU speed or 1
megabyte memory?

A represents a set of
microcomputers having 25
MHz CPU speed.

B represents a set of
microcomputers having 1
megabyte memory.

154
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Query for Practice 4

SELECT srlno, cpuspd, memrysz

FROM micro

WHERE cpuspd = 25
OR memrysz = 1,000,000

** Query for Practice 4

SELECT srlno, cpuspd, memrysz

FROM mthrbrd

WHERE cpuspd = 25
OR memrysz = 1,000,000
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INTRODUCTION

This information retrieval booklet gives a description

of the structured query language, which allows you to

retrieve data from the database for managerial decisions.

The booklet also provides examples and practice problems for

you to get familiarity with the structured query language.

Therefore, the information retrieval booklet is divided into

two parts. The first part describes the vocabulary and

syntax of a structured query language. The second part of

the booklet contains information retrieval examples showing

you how the management at Micro Expert Co. retrieves data

from the database using the structured query language. The

second part of the booklet also contains some information

retrieval problems for you to practice.

PART I - THE STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE

The database booklet has showed you the contents of the

database at Micro Expert Co. for managerial decisions. The

management uses a structured query language to retrieve data

from the database. The following box depicts the syntax of

the language. The retrieval operation consists of one block

containing three clauses: SELECT, FROM, and WHERE. The

SELECT clause lists the column names that you want displayed
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in answer to query problem. The FROM clause indicates the

table of data "FROM" which you want to retrieve information.

The WHERE clause is used to screen the rows you want to

retrieve, based on some criteria, or search condition, that

you specify.

A simple search condition is formed with conditional

expression which contains a column name, an arithmetic

operator, and a value. The arithmetic operator includes four

symbols, "=" stands for "equal to", "<" stands for "less

than", ">" stands for "greater than", and "<>" stands for

"not equals". Only one of the four symbols can be used in a

condition expression. The value can be any legal numeric or

alphanumeric in a particular column. If the value is

alphanumeric, double quotations are used to enclose the

value. No quotations are required, if the value is numeric.

It is also possible to develop more complex conditions

involving two or more conditional expressions. You combine

conditions using logical operators AND or OR to connect

conditional expressions. Brackets and five continuous dots

are used to indicate multiple entries. Comma is used as

delimiter to separate entries in SELECT and FROM clauses.

Two or more tables can be combined to form a single

table by using join operation. The join operation is based

on the premise that there is a logical association between

two tables having a common attribute that links the tables.

The WHERE clause specifies the relationship between the
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tables to be joined. This relationship represents the join

condition. Typically, the join condition expresses a

relationship between rows from each table that match on a

common attribute. When the tables to be joined have the same

column name, the column name is prefixed with a table name

in order for the structured query language to know which

table the column comes. The table name followed with a dot

is enclosed in parentheses in the WHERE clause, indicating

that the table name is required if a join condition is

involved. In addition, the value of a conditional expression

for a join condition can be equal to a legal column name

prefixed with a table name.

Template for the Structured Query Language

SELECT column-name [, column-name, ..... J

FROM table-name [, table-name, ..... J

WHERE (table-name.)column-name = value

( |ANDI (table-name.)column-name = value.....]
IOR >
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PART II QUERY LANGUAGE EXAMPLES AND PRACTICES

The following section contains some examples showing

how the managers at the Micro Expert Co. retrieve data from

the database. The examples are shown in the left-hand side

of each page. Diagrams are shown in the right-hand side to

further demonstrate the condition that the data should meet

to be retrieved. Please study the examples carefully and

understand how the query language template is applied to the

database queries. Followed with the examples, some practice

problems are provided. The practice problems train you to be

familiar with the structured query language. Each practice

problem is placed in a separate page. You would first try to

solve the problem by writing data base queries on the page.

Then, refer to correct query for each practice problem,

which is placed in every following page of the practice

problem, to see if you have specified the database query

correctly. After you finish this section, you are ready to

write some queries on the computer. Let the instructor know

when you finish the reading and practicing session.
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Example 1.

Which suppliers are from
Texas?

Query:

SELECT snm, state

FROM splr

WHERE state = "Texas"
A represents a set of

suppliers, each of them
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co.

B represents a set of
suppliers, each of them
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co. and is from the state
of Texas.

A



Practice 1.

Which suppliers are from
California?

A represents s set of
suppliers, each of them
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co..

B represents a set of
suppliers, each of them
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co. and is from the state
of California.
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A
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Query for Practice 1

SELECT snm, state

FROM splr

WHERE state = "California"



Practice 2.

Which parts have quantity
below 20?

A represents all parts at
Micro Expert Co.

B represents a set of parts
with quantity below 20.

164
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Query for Practice 2

SELECT pnm, pqty

FROM part

WHERE pqty < 20
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Example 2.

Which suppliers from Texas
sent parts to Micro Expert
Co. on 10/25/90?

Query:

SELECT sno, snm, state, date

FROM splr, shpmnt

WHERE state = "Texas" AND
date = "10/25/90" AND
splr.sno = shpmnt.sno

A represents a set of
suppliers, each of them is
from the state of Texas.

B represents a set of
suppliers, each of them
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co. on the date of
10/25/90.

C represents a set of
suppliers, each of them is
from the state of Texas and
sends parts to Micro Expert
Co. on the date of
10/25/90.

A B
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Example 3.

Which microcomputers have
either used keyboard model
"KB5050" or used power supply
model "PS200".

Query:

SELECT srlno, kbmdl, psmdl

FROM micro

WHERE kbmdl
psmdl

= "KB5050" OR
= "PS200"

** Query:

SELECT srlno, kbmdl, psmdl

FROM keybrd, pwrsply

WHERE kbmdl = "KB5050" OR
psmdl = "PS200"

A represents a set of
microcomputers with
keyboard model "KB5050".

B represents a set of
microcomputers with power
supply model "PS200"I.

C represents a set of
microcomputers either with
keyboard model "KB5050" or
with power supply model
"PS200".

A B
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Practice 3.

Which suppliers fromAB-
california sent parts to
Micro Expert Co. on 10/28/90.

A represents a set of
suppliers, each of them is
from the state of
California.

B represents a set of
suppliers, each of them
sent parts to Micro Expert
Co. on the date of
10/28/90.

C represents a set of
suppliers, each of them
sent is from the state of
Texas and sent parts to
Micro Expert Co. on the
data of 10/28/90.
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Query for Practice 3

SELECT sno, snm, state, date

FROM splr, shpmnt

WHERE state = "California"
AND date = "10/28/90"
AND splr.sno = shpmnt.sno
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Practice 4.

Which microcomputers have
either 25 MHz CPU speed or 1
megabyte memory?

A represents a set of
microcomputers having 25
MHz CPU speed.

B represents a set of
microcomputers having 1
megabyte memory.

C represents a set of
microcomputers either
having 25 MHz CPU speed or
having 1 megabyte memory.
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Query for Practice 4

SELECT srlno, cpuspd, memrysz

FROM micro

WHERE cpuspd = 25
OR memrysz = 1,000,000

** Query fro Practice 4

SELECT srlno, cpuspd, memrysz

FROM mthrbrd

WHERE cupspd = 25
OR memrysz = 1,000,000
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1. Which suppliers are from New York state?

SELECT snm, state
FROM splr
WHERE state = "New York"

a. (6+5) log2 (6+4) = 36.54
b. Near-transfer and low-complexity task

2. Which suppliers are from the city of Dallas ?

SELECT snm, city
FROM splr
WHERE city = "Dallas"

a. (6+5) log2 (6+4) = 36.54
b. Near-transfer and low-complexity task

3. Which microcomputers have priced at $2,000?

SELECT srlno, price
FROM micro
WHERE price = 2000

a. (5+5) log2 (5+4) = 31.70
b. Far-transfer and low-complexity task

4. Which emploees are not paid by salary-rate?

SELECT ss#, enm, empltype
FROM empl
WHERE empltype <> "salary"

a. (7+6) log2 (6+5) = 44.97
b. Far-transfer and low-complexity task

5. Which suppliers from los Angeles sent parts to Micro
Expert Co. on 11/05/90 ?

SELECT sno, snm, city, date
FROM splr, shpmnt
WHERE city = "Los Angeles" AND date = "11/05/90"

AND splr.sno = shpmnt.sno

a. (16+14) log2 (8+8) = 128.00
b. Near-transfer and high-complexity task
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6. Which computers have one megabyte memory and have 100
megabyte hard-disk storage ?

SELECT srlno, hdstrg, memrysz
FROM micro
WHERE hdstrg = 100,000,000 AND memrysz =

1,000,000

a. (12+8) log2 (6+6) = 71.70
b. Near-transfer and high-complexity task

** SELECT srlno, hdstrg, memrysz
FROM hddsk, mthrbrd
WHERE hdstrg = 100,000,000 AND memrysz =

1,000,000 AND hddsk.srlno = mthrbrd.srlno

a. (17+13) log2 (7+7) = 114.22
b. Near-transfer and high-complexity task

7. Which parts have either unit cost greater than $100 and
less than $200 or quantity in storage greater than 180?

SELECT pnm, untcst, pqty
FROM part
WHERE untcst > $100 AND untcst < $200 OR pqty >

180

a. (10+10) log2 (9+7) = 88.00
b. Far-transfer and high-complexity task

8. What parts are shipped by supplier called "Super
Technology Co."?

SELECT pnm, pno, snm, sno
FROM part, shpmnt, splr
WHERE snm = "Super Technology Co." AND splr.sno

= shpmnt.sno AND shpmnt.pno = part.pno

a. (17+17) log2 (8+8) = 136.00
b. Far-transfer and high-complexity task
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T-test of task complexity levels:

A. Using V = 114.22 for problem no. 6

Low-complexity problem:
N = 4, Mean = 37.4375, Std. Dev. = 5.5157

High-complexity problem:
N = 4, Mean = 116.5550, Std. Dev. = 21.0550

Degree of Freedom = 6, T = 7.2700,

Significance Probability = 0.0003

Reject the null hypothesis that the means of the two
complexity levels are equal

B. Using V = 71.70 for problem no. 6

Low-complexity problem:
N = 4, Mean = 37.4375, Std. Dev. = 5.5157

High-complexity problem:
N = 4, Mean = 105.9250, Std. Dev. = 31.0079

Degree of Freedom = 6, T = 4.3492,

Significance Probability = 0.0048

Reject the null hypothesis that the means of the two
complexity levels are equal
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